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Christoffersen Aurora Lodge Master Ca| Vinal's Post

City Sewer Bids

Persons

The Internal Revenue Departnent continues to release the
names of persons whom its Augusta
office cannot locate for tax re
funds.
Listed below are the names of
persons in this area who are due
rebates for the tax year 1948 and
through 1960
Grace L. Barrows, Rockport
Ethel Dugan, Rockland.
Marian L. Lord, 8 Willow street,
Rockland
Kalle Piirsineen, Rockland.
Ruby St. Louis, Lincolnville.
Shirley R. Davia Thomaston.

Joyce Pish. Camden
Leo Hurtubise, Rockland.
1950 Tax Year

Florence C. Allen, Rockland.
Arthur L. and A. H. Bryant. Jr.,
Warren
This list completes the lists
Issued by the government.

Many Polio Cases

Carl A Christoffersen was in
stalled as Worshipful Master of
Aurora Lodge of Masons Monday
evening, together with his staff.
The installing officer was Wor.
Charles A. Duncan, assited by Wor.
Ralph U. Clark a grand marshal
and Wor. Louis A Walker as
grand chaplain

The year 1951 was the third
highest poliomyelitis year in num
ber of cases reported in the United
States, the national Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis announced.
Altogether 28,668 children and
adults had the disease in the year
Just closed. Figures were compiled
by the March of Dimes organi
zation from United States Public
Health reports.
The Foundation explains that
1956 chapters in 46 States exhaust
ed their March of Dimes funds in
the 12 months just past and had
to ask advances of more than
$8,000,000 from the national organi
zation. Only Rhode Island and
Delaware could care for victims of
the disease without additional
funds. By year's end the March
of Dimes organization had gone
into debt $5,000,000 for patient care.

The Maine Mother

Campaign To Find Her For
1952 Will Soon Be
Launched

Hadassah Benefit

Monday Evening Card Party

At Hotel Rockland Well
Attended, Many Winners
A large number of playeTs were
in attendance at the benefit bridge
party held by Hadassah at the
Hotel Rockland Monday night
Door prize winners were Mrs. Vir
ginia Watkinson and Mrs. Gerald
Black.
,
Winners of individual table pri
zes were:
Mrs. Litsa Vardavoulis, Mrs
Clonda Miller, Mrs. Kenneth Spear,
Mrs. Ray Foley, Mrs. Jasper Akers,;
Mrs. Paul Zafiriou, Mrs. Tillie Anastasio, Miss Mary Bird, Mrs. Clin- ‘
ton Robinson, Mrs Elmer Bird,
Mrs. Leonard Eurenius, Margery j
Trask, Mrs. Viva Jameson, Mrs.}
Walter Post.
Mrs. Ruth Scalise, Mrs. Frederick
Newcombe, Mrs. Earle Perry, Mrs. ‘
Donald Haskell, Mrs. Lena Naum, J
Mrs. Amanda Ross, Mrs. Warren
Barrows. Mrs. Ralph Hopkins, Mrs
Leroy Miller, Mrs. Mary Avery.
Mrs. John Thompson, Miss Dorothy
Lawry, Mrs. John Hartson.
Mrs. William Coffield, Mrs. Clft-1
rence Munsey, Mrs. H. E. Heywood,
Mrs .Fred Linekin, Mrs. George 1
Philips, and Mrs. Margurite Brew

SALE
SATURDAY, JAN. 26
9.30 A. M.
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
Benefit
Senior Washington Club

The campaign to find the Maine
Mother for 1952 will be launched
imminently. Nomination blanks are
already being distributed through
out the State. In order to make a
completely
impartial
selection,
with nominations from all parts of
the State, Mrs Merrill has chosen
a committee of representative wom
en active in a Maine unit of a Na
tional organization represented in
the State to help her in her cam
paign. A special Board of compe
tent Judges will make the final se
lection of Maine's top Mother.
Leading up to Mother’s Day in
May, nationwide organization pro
vides the foundation for the work
ol finding the National Mother of
the year The National Mother is
chosen from among the State
Mothers by a Board of Judges ap
pointed by the Executive Commit
tee of the American Mothers Com
mittee.
The Mothers committee was in
augurated in 1933 for the specific
purpose of giving to the observance
of Mothers Day throughout the na
tion, a fine spiritual character truly
representative of the ideals of
Mothers everywhere. The first Am
erican Mother was honored in 1935
The National Mother for 1952 will
be invited to New York, the Head
quarters of AMC, where she will be
honored at fitting ceremonies, cul
minating in the Annual Awards
Luncheon at the Hotel Waldorf As
toria on Friday May 9th.
In view of the world-wide impli
cations of the status of women in
today s world, the American Moth
ers Committee recognizes an inter
national responsibility. The "Moth
er of the World" will be selected for
1952 ar.d honored simutaneously
with the National Mother in New
York.

er all of Rockland, and Mrs. Hilda
j Keyes of Thomaston.
Co-chairmen of the committee in
charge were Mrs. Keith Goldsmith
1 and Mrs. Sam Small assisted by
Sam Savitt, Ephraim Gordon, Sid! ney Segal, Isidor Gordon, Abraham
I Gmail and Mrs. Ida Dondis.

Look both ways before you cross
the street and before you invest
your money.

MAINE WILLYS SALES CO.
28 PARK STREET

D. A. R. Candidate

The Black Cat

Jeannine Leach

I know it’s in error (and the
bride must have been very cross
about it) but the paper DOBS
describe her gown as "white stain”
instead of white satin.—Arch
Soutar in the Lewiston Journal.
Arch may be too young to re
call it, but there was an old say
ing which applies to the above
item It was “there are others"
Speaking of bridal gowns, the late
Editor W. O Fuller never forgot
a typographical omission, which
occurred in his newspaper. The
writer had described very elabo
rately the gown worn by a Thom
aston bride But what was hls
horror when the paper appeared to
read that "the bride was beauti
fully attired In a pair of white silk
gloves."

By the Roving Reporter

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Announces to the public another New Service to

The host of Rockland and Pen
obscot Bay friends of Calvin B
Vinal. formerly with the Vinalha
ven and
Rockland Steamboat
Company will be pleasantly Inter
ested in his advancement as noted
in the two quotes below
Under the heading Calvin B. Vi
nal To New Post the Boston Ma
rine Guide says:
"Calvin B Vinal, for a number
of years past Traffic Representa
tive for Sprague Steamship Co ,
and also for steamship agency of
B. S. Costello, has resigned his post
with the latter firm, and as of Jan.
7 became Commercial Agent of the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce, Department of Com
merce at Hartford, Connecticut.
The Hartford Courant, under
heading Vinal Named Agent for
Commerce Office says;
"Calvin B. Vinal of Winthrop,
Mass., has been appointed com, mercial agent for the Hartford of
fice of the United States Depart
ment of Commerce, Prank J. Mad
den, Jr, office director announced
Monday.
Mr Vinal succeeds Charles M
Kearney who resigned a month ago
to take a position with a New York
City shipping firm.
As commercial agent, Mr. Vinal
will be in charge of dispensing in
formation on foreign and domestic
commerce. He expects to move to
Hartford shortly.”

City Manager Frederick Farns
worth announce® that bids have
been opened for proposed sewer
construction on Pleasant street and
Lawn avenue for which a bond
Issue of $45,000 has been authorized
by the council
Low bidder was Lorello and Ventresca Co. of Portland at $43,441.
The four other bids ranged up to
$5928125
Others submitting bids were the
Brdige Construction Co. of Au
gusta; Hen-Ray Construction of
Framingham, Mass ; A P Wy
man, Inc of Waterville; and Wy
man & Simp on of Augusta.

Tigers At Kiwanis

Will Be Guests Of Club On j
Monday Evening To Hear
Bill Macomber Speak

GLAMORIZING OUR NAVY

truck owners and the motoring public.

DONATION DANCE

We now can serve your Welding, Cutting and
Burning Needs. A new machine with an experi
enced man can do both your heavy duty or light
duty welding.

Legion Home, Rockland

GIVE 0U& GUARANTEED WORK A TRY.

i

M:ss Jeannine Leach,18, and a
Senior honor student was chosen
last evening by th faculty of Rockland High School as the school's
candidate for the DAR. Good Cit
izenship Award.
Jeannine is a member of the
Thespian Society at the school,
haring been active on committees
for school dramatic productions
throughout her school career.
She captained last year's girl's
softball team and Is co-captaln of
the girl’s basketball team this
Winter
She is the daughter of Mrs. Phyl
lis Leach and the late Lawrence
Leach of James street. Her mother
is a teacher in the Rockland school
system.

Kiwanians will be hosts to the
members of the Rockland High i
basketball squad at the club din
Officers of the lodge who took Lawrence; Junior Deacon, James
ner Monday evening. Coach Mike j
office with Master Christoffersen L. Thomas.
DiRenzo, a member of the club,
were: Senior Warden, Neil C. No
Senior Steward, Ralph H. Cha
made arrangements with club offi
vicka; Junior Warden. Sheldon M. ples; Junior Steward, George X.
cers to entertain his squad.
Eaton: treasurer, Wor. Roy E Dan Bernier; organist, J. Webster
Speaker of the evening will be
ielson; secretary, Wor Leroy A. Mountfort and tyler, James A.
Principal Bill Macomber. Promi
Chatto.
Kirk.
nent in the field of sports in the
Chaplain, Herman R Winchen
Following the ceremonies, re
State for several years, the Cony
baugh; marshal, Lloyd M. Rich freshments were served and a
High School head is also the presi
ardson; Senior Deacon, Edward M dar.ce was held in the banquet hall.
dent of the Maine Principals' As
sociation.
Macomber will speak on the sys
tem of choosing tournament teams
The Flower Show
used by the association and the
'Twas A Success general
operation of the two major
sports events of the early Spring “Springtime In New Eng
Vinson Bill Calls For Some Valuable, South End PTA Nets $130 each year.
land" Will Be Theme Of
From Card Party At
The Tigers will be guests of 20
Display In Boston
and Expensive, Additions
members of the club who have vol
tended By 225
Since
the early Seventies, gener
unteered to entertain the lads for
Cher 225 attended the South
ations
of
New Englanders have
the evening.
The chairman of the House and anti-submarine warfare was End School P.T.A. card party at the
looked forward with eagerness and
Armed Services Committee has indicated by Vinson in asking that South School; 55 tables were in
a 16,000-ton escort carrier be au j play and the proceeds were over What Maine Pays enthusiasm to the annual New Eng
asked Congreas to authorize the
land Spring Flower Show sponsored
thorized. He commented that the ; $130 for the landscaping and play- j
Navy to build a second deadly ship will have "sufficient speed and
by the Massachusetts Horticultural
ground equipment progTam.
According
To
President
’
s
atom-pewered submarine, and a will be large enough to carry new
Society. This year, the 81st Show,
Mrs. Virginia Kunesh and Mrs
Budget Amount Would
with "Springtime in New England”
second giant carrier able to handle anti-submarine aircraft."
I Dorothy Jones were co-chairmen I
Be $358,864,800
as its theme, opens in Mechanics
atom bcmb-carrving planes.
Four new destroyers authorized assisted by the following commit-1
A bill which Representative Vin in the bill "are types capable ol tees: Mrs. Nina McKinney, Mrs
Taxpayers in Maine will be re Building, Boston on Sunday March
son of Georgia, offered would au providing
anti-submarine
and Marion Skinner, Mrs. Ruth Holey.' quired to pay out approximately 9 and continues through Saturday
thorize the Navy to spend about anti-aircraft protection for the refreshments; Mrs. Flora Hary, $358,864,800 in Federal taxes as March 15.
$1,150,000,000 to build new ships fast carrier striking forces."
Grand Hall will be the scene of a
Mrs. Phyllis Anderson, table pri their share in the cost of the Fed
and renovate otherrs. (New con
Other fighting ship construction zes; Mrs. Luella Post, collecting ta eral spending program of $85 4 bil New England Spring, as it takes
struction would total 237,000 tons, called for by Vinson—long a strong bles; Mrs. Helvia Hamalainen, Mrs. lion proposed by President Tru over the various aspects of our
United Press saidi.
Navy advocate in the House—would Mary Anderson, reservations; Mrs. man for the fiscal year 195(2-3. The picturesque landscape. Rolling sand
Rising interest in underwater be 30 minesweepers, three destroyer Lucy Suomela, candy; Mrs Edith Maine State Chamber of Commerce dunes, rocky hilltops, flowering
vessels has sparked plugged United escorts, four submarines, two re Billings, Mrs Louise Billings, door released this estimate after an meadows and woodland vistas, with
St’tes Navy counter-measures.
frigerated stores ships, two tankers, prizes: Mrs. Virginia Chatto, Mrs. analysis of the President's budget their characteristic Spring blos
The big carrier called for in the 23 landing ships, 450 landing craft, Arlene Kinney, hostesses; Mrs. Al recommendations, which were sub soms, will be a part of the lightVinson bill would be of the and 33 service craft of all type.
fully formed naturalistic panorama.
ice Dean. Mrs Mary Glidden, tick mitted to Congress on Monday.
60.000-ton Forrestal clas. Con
The measure's conversion pro et.
The State Chamber pointed out A rustic wooden bridge spanning a
struction of the first of the class, gram is for 90,000 tons or combat
The door prize was a linen dish that the $358.864200 burden which refreshing mountain stream will
bearing the name of the nation’s vessels—two aircraft carriers of the
towel, folded artistically into the would be borne by Maine taxpayers enable visitors to enjoy a flowering
first Secretary of Defense, has be Essex class, two light cruisers and
shape of a boat, the careful work , to support the President's proposed hillside at close range.
gun at Newport News. Va Kimball six destroyer escorts.
Curious cacti, rare orchids, car
of Mrs Phyllis Anderson. Table budget this year alone is 55 times
has said the Navy hopes to build
The Vinson bill is an authori
prizes were won by Joan Robishaw, the amount of taxes collected to nations, fragrant lilies and many
10 of them in the next 10 years.
zation bill The money must be
cake: Prances Scalise, box of gro finance the entire operations of the other exotic plants are being care
Continued stress on submarine voted in another measure.
ceries; Mrs. Florence Post and Mrs. State Government last year, and fully watched these days so that
Archie Bowley, wave and shampoo; ' more than one-third of the State’s they will look their best for this
Phyllis Kaler and Sue Nelson, hair total valuation last year of great preview of Spring. This year
May Be A Conner
Chapin Class
the much-admired Stone collection
cuts; Mrs. Margaret Knowlton, $818595.758
The Chamber estimated that of acacias will be grouped near the
records; Charles Hudson, Fred
An Interesting Rumor Con Holds Covered Dish Supper Knights, gas.
Maine residents
and taxpayers main entrance so that visitors may
cerning Gov. Pavne’s
and Transacts Busi
Miss Margaret Buttomer's pupils presently bear ,4B% of the total enjoy their fragrance and beauty
Future Activity
ness
made the score pads. Pupils who Federal tax burden. Since Federal at close range.
helped serve refreshments were: expenditures are met wholly by
Chapin Class of the Universalist
Gov Frederick Payne says he is
Madonna Fogg, Lynn Duncan, Car taxation, Maine's share of the Fed or wipe out this threatened deficit
considering going into the canning Church met Tuesday night in the
oline Snow, Roberta Boothby, Mar eral Government's spending burden either by increasing taxes or by
business after completing two terms vestry for a covered-dish supper
for the fiscal year 1952-3 will be cutting expenditures. But with
garet Oliver and Dorothy Naum.
as the State's chief executive.
.42 percent of $85.4 billion.
three new tax increases since the
and a business meeting. Chairmen
The Maine Chamber said, “Al Korean War the American people
Informed sources at Farmington
along
with
a
dozen
other
members
of the supper were Miss Jennie
though the President's budget mes are already being taxed to the
say that Payne has bought the
Trussell and Mrs. Clara Smith, as for material and time contributed
sage calls for a total expenditure point of diminishing returns. The
Pratt Canning Company, a medium
to
this
project.
Solicitation
was
sisted by Gladys Blethen. Marga
of $85.4 billions next year, the mes only course left open is reduction of
sized business closed since the death
ret Robinson and Miss Mabel was made for used bed-sheets, old sage indicated that the Federal
two years ago of Fred C. Pratt.
the Presidet's spending program.
cotton
or
wool
blankets
which
can
Lamb; 35 were present, with hus
Government will collect $708 bil
Payne will go no further than
"The President’s budget is fair
be
utilized
in
making
these
quilts
bands invited.
lions in taxes and other revenue. ly bursting at the seams with the
to concede he has had some nego
nice
and
warm
and
easily
laun

Mrs. Alice Jameson, president,
This means that a budget deficit flabby fat of many appropriations
tiations with the widow, but in
The treasurer, Mrs. dered.
sists that "no final papers have presided.
The next meeting will be a sup of almost $15 billions wiil be in which hide excessive and waste
Kathryn St. Clair, reported a goodbeen passed. '
ful spending practices. It will be
per
in the vestry in February. curred.
"This 15 blllion-dollar deficit up to Congress to apply the axe
The Governor's reluctance to sized sum in the treasury. Money Meetings to sew will be resumed
alone is more than the total to these bloated spending requests,
further discuss the report left many was voted for the March of Dimes later.
M. E. Blodgett.
amount of taxes collected in the 48 including the proposal to spend
questions of his future unanswered. and for the new Bulletin Board
States last year for the support of a record-breaking 11 billion dol
There was no indication that pur whicn the church is soon to dis
all the State, county, ahd munici lars on foreign programs.”
chase of the plant, if consummated play. Money for this project is
BOB RANDALL
pal governments combined."
would mean that Payne would per to be raised by voluntary dona
The Chamber added that the
And His Cowboy Troupe
tions.
Citing the danger of the deficit budget calls upon Congress to ap
sonally operate the business.
The work committee reported THURS., JAN. 24—8 P. M. as a factor in inflation, the State prove many new domestic spend
The Governor has not indicated
Glover Hall, Warren
Chamber said,
plans for his future other than to four patchwork quilts made of new
ing programs. Many of these pro
(Doors Open at 7)
"It is within the power of Con grams will require new bureaus to
declare he would not be a candidate material and presented to several
10*11 gress and the President to reduce
worthy persons. To Mrs. Rice, city
for public office.
administer them.
matron, has been given many arti
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette cles for mothers-to-be, a knitted
wool afghan, small size, and several
quilts in process of being put to
25th ANNIVERSARY
gether and later "tacked" as our
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Watts grandmothers did in their day.
ST. GEORGE. MAINE
Especial thanks were given to
Open House Sunday, Jan. 27 Mrs. Katherine Haines. Miss Alice
Puller. Mrs. Bertha Thomas, Clara
MARCH OF DIMES
3 to 5 P. M.
Smith and Miss Jennie Trussell,

Leading officers and the installing officer at the Installation ceremonies of Aurora Lodge last evening
Left to right are: Junior Warden, Sheldon M. Eaton; Wor. Charles A Duncan, the installing officer;
Frank Harding, the retiring master; Master lari A. Christoffersen and Senior Warden Neil Novicka.

The Year 1951 Was the
Third Highest In That
Disease

RUMMAGE

Volume 107, Number 11

Popular Young Man. For Portland Firm Submits Low
merly From Rockland Has
Figure For Pleasant and
Fine Advancement
Lawn Avenue Projects

Due Rebates On Taxes
Paid In Past Years

SC

15 00 per year
$2 50 six month*

GAME PARTY
Cards — 1c — Each

Prizes Up To $10.00
SATURDAY, JANUARY 26
ODD FELLOWS HALL

Friday Evening, Jan. 25
Your Contribution Will Go Directly To the
Knox County March of Dimes Fund.
SPONSORED BY KIWANIS, ROTARY, LIONS and ELKS
WITH THE LEGION AS HOST CLUB.

10-11

Thursday
Issue

WHAT FINER GIFT

The fire brigade of a small vil
lage was answering a fire cal] when
an excited villager dashed up to
the chief.
"Chief." he shouted wildly, "an
other fire has started at the other
end of the village ”
“Can't help that,” snapped the
chief. "We've got our hands full
here
They'll have to keep the
other fire going until we can get
there.”
When a man dons an overcoat he
sometimes puts his right arm first,
sometimes his left arm first, and
others in some mysterious manner
insert both arms at the same time.
As a change from the usual fruit
juice at breakfast, why not treat
the family to plump, juicy baked
apples this week-end? Easy, and
timely now while market bins are
heaped high with those best of-all
bakers, the Rome Beauty apples
from Washington State. For best
success, use low heat and give the
fruit plenty of oven time, and you
can probably save oven space by
baking the apples in a large muf
fin tin. For desert you can glamorize
baked apples by inserting a strip
of your favorite nippy cheese in the
core cavities. Then return to the
oven for a few minutes until the
cheese is melted. Or, try this festive
and truly delicious recipe for gala
baked apples stuffed with apricots.
The above hint comes from the
J Walter Thompson Company of
San Francisco, which, as you may
judge is a booster of Western
apples.

About 5000 apple growers in the
State of Washington produce more
than one-third of all the apples
consumed in America.
“No man should be left in a bank
alone" said Henry Williams yester
day, commenting upon the Cum
berland Mills hold-up. Mr. Wil
liams. while serving as cashier in
a New York State bank protested
at being left alone, but fortunate
ly it was a light day for hold-up
pers. On another occasion a big
negro entered the bank and de
manded $200. Reaching under his
desk, Mr. Williams produced a re
volver and ordered the negro to
take to his heels, which the latter
did, pronto.
One year ago:—The Rockland
Boat Shop launched the lobster
boat Naida for Ivan Philbrook of
Matinicus.—Trawler Flow was to
join the Rockland fleet—McLoon's
Shells won the Community League
bowling championshiup. — Bruce
Gamage resiged from the Fire De
partment.—Deaths: Rockland, Mrs.
William Mack of Thomaston; Cam
den, Muriel S. Burgess, 98; Camden,
Dorothea Thompson, 43.

First 15 Cities
The Census Bureau has an
nounced its final 1950 census
figures for cities of 100,000 or more
in population. Here are the 15
largest cities:
1950
1940
New York,
7291867 7.454896
Chicago,
3.620862 3296.808
Philadelphia
2071.605 1831234
Los Angeles,
1870258 1,504,277
Detroit,
1.849,568 1.623.452
Baltimore,
949.708 850,100
Cleveland.
914,808 876,336
St. Louis
856,796 816048
Washington,
802,178 663,091
Boston,
801.444 770216
San Francisco,
775257 634536
Pittsburgh,
676.806 671,660
Milwaukee,
637292 687,472
Houston,
566.163 384514
Buffalo,
580.132 675801
It has been said that a politician
is a man who is never satisfied to
keep his hands in his own pockets.

Than a

Subscription to
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STILL THE BIG 50c DANCE
So. Thomaston Grange Hall
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

Woodceek’s Orchestra—(Jt to li
_________________________ S-Thhe-tf
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Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

[EDITORIAL]
AND HE MEANT IT

When Gen. Douglas MacArthur says anything proof
is not lacking that he means it. Long ago he declared
that he would not be a candidate for President, and the
withdrawal of his name from the Illinois primary bal
lot shows how much in earnest he was Gen. MacArthur
is still much interested in political affairs, but is quite
content to rest on the glory which is so richly his. It
would be interesting, however, to see what would hap
pen if MacArthur did enter the presidential contest.

IDAHO S POTATO STRIKE
Idaho potato growers were hard hit by the O.PJ5.
price rollback* and it is reported that some of them are
refusing to sell their crops at the new price. This in
effect is a set-down strike, the result of which will be
watched with much interest by the Maine growers. But
if Maine people should stop eating the Idaho product
the effect might be just as satisfactory.

MAY OPPOSE BREWSTER
A man by the name of Dyer, who seems to be a
resident of Bangor and Hampden, is said to be serious
ly considering opposing Senator Brewster for the nom
ination. Well, it's a serious matter, and Mr. Dyer will
do well to study it from all angles. Even those who do
not like Senator Brewster will concede that he would
be no push-over in a primary battle. If President Hauck
of the University of Maine had consented to run the
result might have been somewhat different. But President
Hauck has heard that little saying about "the bird in
the hand being worth two in the bush."

BISHOP FEENEY'S GOOD SENSE
The Most Rev. Daniel J. Feeney, spiritual head of
the Maine Roman Catholics, says he has been told “that
some sauve operators by sly innuendo have allowed pol
itical candidates to believe that by acquaintance or mis
named friendship with me they can be of service to
such candidates, and always of course with their own
price .” “How gullible and naive can candidates be?” The
Bishop asked. "Nobody, not even a bishop, can deliver
the so-called Catholic vote, for the so-called Catholic vote
does not exist.”

BANK BURGLARS HIT MAINE
The bank robbery at Cumberland Mills will prob
ably inspire greater caution on the part of like insti
tutions. Maine has been remarkably free from this sort
of brigandage, but the boldness of the gentry appears to
know no limits. And Maine is not anxious to get into
the Bay State class.

DEMOCRATS MAY HAVE CONTEST
Whether President Truman now seeks re-election or
not it is quite apparent that he will have competition
in the Democratic National Convention. Directors Brien
McMahon and Estes Kefauver have already entered the
race, and the scrap has hardly started. But bear in
mind that Truman will run if the Republicans nominate
Senator Taft.

ENDING A WAR
In Korea the United States, backed by its United
Nations allies, is facing an unprecedented situation. For
the first time in its history it has fought a large-scale
yet at the same time limited war; it has won the victory
yet it is unable to dictate the peace; it has achieved vir
tually all the political and strategic objectives for which
the American people think it worth while to shed blood,
yet it cannot bring the war to a tidy end.
This newspaper does not profess to know the answer,
but it seems that in facing it certain factors should re
ceive more emphasis than is usually accorded them. To
begin with, British policy—important and valuable though
lt must be—is not the dominant element in this complex;
the problem is basically our own, and it is futuile to at
tempt to evade it by shucking it off on the shoulders
of Mr. Churchill or his Foreign Office. In the second place
the existing situation is by no means unfavorable to the
United States. We are pinning the Chinese Communists
down in Korea; no one knows the exact effect, but it is
certainly more difficult for them to adventure elsewhere
while they have the full war upon their shoulders in
Korea To the western mind, loss of life is never negli
gible; but at the moment lt is at any rate small in com
parison with the butchers' bills that would have to be
paid for an alternate course of action. We are desperately
anxious to recover our prisoners; but aside from that,
the present situation could continue for another year or
so without putting either an unbearable strain on our
national economy or costing us any interest which it is
vital for us to uphold.
It is at least possible that the United States has been
too eager for a "peace" or “truce” by which we actually
have less to gain than we have imagined. There is a third
alternative between surrender or renewal of all-out war;
it is the alternative of patient endurance which might,
if it were employed, astonish the Chinese Communists
and their masters quite as much as their procrastinating
tactics have astonished us.—Herald Tribune.

The Willys Sedan

Many Persons Visit Local
Headquarters Of Popular
Car
Ted Davis vice president of Maine
Willys Sales Company reported to
day that introduction here of the
long awaited Aero Willys six-pass
enger sedan on January 18 resulted
in more sales in the first four days
of public display than in any com
parable period in the history of
this concern.
Davis said public interest in the
new aerodynamically-designed car
capable In overdrive at 30 miles an
hour doing up to 35 miles per gal
lon using regular gas, is greater
even than the curiosity shown when
the famous wartime Jeep was con
verted by Willys Overland into a
civilian model and publicly intro-,
duced in the Fall of 1945.

He estimated that 450 persons
visited the Maine Willys Sales, Co.,
showrooms Friday through Monday.
In addition to the orders received
there were many requests for de
monstrations which will be given
as soon as possible. In this con
nection Mr. Davis cited a state
ment by Ward M. Canady, presi
dent of Willys-Overland, who said:
“The company’s present allocation
of metal for passenger cars is far
short of the amount that will be
needed to meet leaders' require
ments for the Aero Willys this
year.”

Lappland is an imaginary land as
the Lapps are permitted to follow
their reindeer anywhere in Nor
___________________
way, Sweden or Finland. Their
comes from the Finnish word
Former Rockland Girls Sail On Luxury name
"Lapper" meaning “lands and
folks.” There are 30.000 of them
Ship To "The Land Of the Vikings"
scattered over Scandinavia.
The "Kungsholm" heads next
lor the Svartisen Glacier and al
By Mary Hall
though we were still north of the
"Be it known
i some flowers, double buttercups, at Arctic Circle, the weather was
Usually the
to all travelers, mermaids, seals, the base of the North Cape. Later warm and lovely.
polar bears, and Esquimaux at she found out that the Norwegian Kungsholm just glides up and lets
sign said "Do not pick the flow the passengers have a look from
large that—
ers.” The North Cape is said to a distance, but this time the cruise
Miss Mary Hall
crossed the Arctic Circle on the be the top of the world, but of ' director had arranged to land us
good ship Kungsholm and thereby course it really isn't. Russel i ar.d let us inspect a glacier close
attained the sixty-sixth degree. Crouse, as the North Pole is high : up. I've seen glaciers in Alaska
er. North Cape isn’t even a cape and Europe but never been so close
This exalted member of the
but an island, 78 miles north of to one before.
Midnight Sons
Hammerfest However, it is a ma
The walk to the foot of the gla
of the Northern nights
jestic sight rising 1000 feet above cier was easy and delightful
is entitled to all the honor and
the sea. At the top is a memorial through woods and over smooth
respect due those who have ven
stone erected in 1873 by King Oscar rocks. The ice was white, shot
tured within the Upper Circle.
II of Norway and Sweden. At the through with iridescent blue. We
King Neptune came aboard him
bottom of the cliff many ate skyr. were told not to walk on the gla
self for the ceremony. It was a
Great bowls of thick sour milk cier as it was very dangerous but
gentle ceremony, nothing like the
served with sour cream. None for some did and had to be rescued.
"Crossing the Equator" parties
me. After we passed North Cape "The Svartisen” or "Black Ice"
where they really do things to you.
we saw two good-sized islands just glacier is the third largegst in Eu
All of us are now members of the
covered with auks. They are flop rope and is the only one that goes
"Ancient Order of Midnight Sons
py. stubby, little birds with white from the high mountains to the
of the Northern Lights.”
tummies. The islands are Gja^- sea.
The Arctic Circle runs
July 9: We went to Hammerfest
vairstabben and Hjlmsoystaurenj through this glacier. The ice isn’t
next, so as to arrive at the North
no wonder they call them auk really black. It just looks that way
Cape at midnight. Hammerfest is
islands for short.
I at times, and is a gorgeous iri
the northernmost city in the world
descent blue. The ice field covers
After
leaving
the
North
Cape
We mailed letters marked "Po. ted
we sailed up our first real fjord over 400 square miles
Above the Arctic Circle.”
After we returned to the ship a
"We saw polar bears but they and one of the most beautiful.
were stuffed.
Hammerfest, 300 Lyngenfjord is Arctic in its setting long line of reindeer swam around
miles north of the Arctic Circle, with snow-topped mountains tow the ship. A La®p in a row boat
is a picturesque little town with ering over it and great glaciers led the leader of the reindeer with
its Lutheran Church, which has reaching down to the sea. A thrill ! a rope. The rowboat started out
j and then usually all the other deer
a native picture of Christ walking ing sight!
July 10: Lyngseidt. We land vwim calmly behind. They swim
on the water and a very fantastic
steeple; its Town Hall, with a ed and visited the little village of around the ship and then go back
movie theatre in the basement; its Lyngen. Here we had our first home. But this time when they
tiny Catholic Church, and its hill ride in a stolkjaerre, two-wheeled got to the port side of the ship,
pony carts drawn by stalky little they suddenly decided to revolt.
side hO6pit3l.
On the West of the harbor is horses. We visited a Lapp settle All but the leader turned around
the Meridian Column, erected in ment. The little dogs were dar and started for home There was
1852 when scientists accurately ling but the fur, shoes and other a flurry of excitement and an ef
things that the cruise members fort to get them to change their
measured the earth's degrees.
minds, but it didn’t work. It really
On our way to the North Cape, bought were very smelly.
Three girls bought two puppies didn’t matter to us. for it was an
we passed close to Bird Lsland. The
passing of a ship frightens the but when they got back to the ship interesting sight anyway, seeing
birds and they rise in great clouds they changed hands many times. that great herd of reindeer swim
from their rocky haven. A great It was very costly to feed them on ming around the ship.
We then left Holandsfjord and
the ship. They caused a lot of
sight!
We then went north again and fun, however. If any made a bet sailed on to Trondhum. We re
arrived at the North Cape at 8 and lost they got a puppy or else crossed the Arctic Circle again.
We were told that we were having
p. m. Many climbed the 1009 feet they were given as prizes.
The Lapps roam all over Nor a rare treat this year, one of the
cliff, but we didn’t, as it is a good
stiff climb and you can see the way, tending the semi-wild rein- I most beautiful of all North Cape
Midnight Sun just as well at the deer. They live in cone-shaped cruises because of the abundance
bottom of the cliff. It was foggy huts and are a hardy race. How of snow. Usually there are just
and rainy so no midnight sun. ever, I don’t see how Neill James patches of snow but this time the
It was very cold at the top of the could spend the Winter with them mountain of Lyngenfjord were
cliff, so hot glogg. a Swedish drink while writing her travel book on capped with great blankets of
was served. Of course we couldn’t Lapland, because of the smell, white.
miss that, so we had a good swig Neill lived with us in Honolulu at
The best advice in starting the
when we returned to the ship. My. one time. Then she earned a trip
but the glogg was tasty, spicy and around the world writing travel New Year is never to entrust a
hot. The Swedes always serve it books. They are very good too. high-powered car to a low-powered
brain.
at Christmas time. Martha picked Read them.

Self Service Shoe Store
397 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

January CLEARANCE!
Save Up To 50

on Footwear For the Entire Family!

No. 1 of a serie* of ad* directed to men in the belief that the substantial saving* made possible by

MEN!

Which Steak

Would You Buy to
Get the Best Value?

On tf-? left . . .

■EaeneaEFFi

€tf$fcm?rs'

Corner

hour-

You’ve probably seen the
word hundreds of times.
Ever ’ p to think of what
it moans? Just this: Get-

Moc’ Loafers
Strap Loafers
Oxfords
All Colors
Sizes 4 to 9
AA and B
Widths

BALLERINAS

A VALUE SENSATION!

loved. They don't

(U 1
you wish to
■ ill n "• ■ is an burger

f*U/\rP
bnUtb
VALUES
TO $7.95!

All Styles

• Black
• Brown
• Wine

At A&P we see to it that
value really means some
thing—not just on a few
items—but on everything
we sell in our stores. We
think that adds up to serv
ing you better—greater
satisfaction—and iust plain
goodsense. Don’t you
agree?

It givu just ac much good eating as the
one on the left 1% ;■ unds—but costs only
- HP steak ictually costs you up to
63 cents less.
•

at A&l

N and M Widths

8 Styles!

Doesn't that Prcve . ; .

CUSTOMER RELATIONS DEPT.
A&P Food Stores

IT ISN'T THF PRICE PER POUND, P'JT THE
TOTAL COST OF GOOD EAiliJG THAT COu.VTS

420 Lexington Avenue

New York 17, N. Y.

ONE PRICE ONLY

FLA ORANGES
SIZE
216'S

NOTICE!

The Fireproof Garage will remain open Thurs
day (tonight), Friday, and Saturday evenings for
the convenience of our customers to inspect the
new 1952 Cadillac and Oldsmobile.
faBaaaaaaa

WOMEN’S-GIRLS’
FLEECE LINED
LEATHER

ALPINE

BOOTS
$4.95
REG. $6.95
All Colon!

CLEARANCE!

SPECIAL!

CHILDREN’S
STURDY

Women's 1st Quality
51 Gauge. 15 Denier

ftrtC

DOZ

29'

2 ™ V)

SHOES
$1.99

NYLONS

$2 99 VALUES!

$1.49 VALUES!

Sizes 8';-3
Oxfords-Straps

3 Prs. for $2.25

77c
Newest Shades
AU Sues

Drawn Chickens

"SUPER
RIGHT"

ROASTING 3>/2 LB AVG

FRESHLY

Al! Beof Hamburg

Lamb Tores

LB

READY-TO-COOK

GROUND

FANCY SPRING

B&W OR OLD SOUTH FROZEN

A,

fiBHifT

A® A

6OZ n»C

ONE PRICE ONLY-SIZE 70',

FLORIDA GRAPEFRUIT

29

4

NEW LOW PRICE!

MUSHROOMS

LB

59=

F *5 p
A ” ’”,e*
OO*mr’LiitvMxix.ilkPKG A J

-19

CELLO SPINACH
ONE PRICE ONLY

STJTTiirV
IfUbLb./

ONE PRICE ONLY

COMBINATION OFFER!

MAINE ALL PURPOSE

4

CORTLAND APPLES

33

TLA SASS

SG639

FRESHLY ROASTED

4= 29

BULK PEAKUTS

8 O'clock Coffee

REGAIO BRAND

POPCORN

, LB CELLO PKG

2

FO’

35

LARGE EGGS

w

57

LB BAG

77 C

3 LB BAG

31‘

Di!3 Pickles

su»shine

7 0Z CELLO

MILLER'S SLICED KOSHER

Shredded Wheat

NABISCO

QT BOT

Rir ‘ 'O
Jljff

CHED-0-B:T

CHEESE SPREADS

e

CINNAMON
BREAKFAST

LCE PKG

29°

LGE PKG

29‘

LCE PKG

3QC

*Ll ,’U,M5E SOKP
NO RINSING NttOEO

Lux Toilet Soap

REG CAKE

J

FOR

23

Swan Soap

REG CAKE

J

FOR

25c

LGE PKG

30'

Lifebuoy Scap
PKG

25'

WOMEN’S
GIRLS’

SLIPPERS

WHITE BREAD

.0^15'

HALF SLAB-JANE PARKER

99c

GOLD POUND CAKE

“ 45c

DEVIL'S FOOD CAKE

Odd Lots
Broken Sizes

SQUARE LAYER

« 65c

Price* shown in this Ad guaranteed thru Sat.,
Jan. 26 & affective in this community & vicinity

REG CAKE

J F0R 23c

125 FT ROLL

22c

0T S0TTlE 19

HALF GALLON

33'

Marshmallow Fluff

7’/i 0Z JAR

21‘

Wax Paper
Clorox

JANE PARKER-CELLO WRAPPED

29

T91

Silver Dust

RAI
I
ROLLS

25c

12 0Z PKG

Lux Flakes

FOR EVERY CHEESE USE

2.25

Crisoo Fiq Bars
{•’ drox Cookies

SWIFT'S CREAM BASE

CLEARANCE!

j.20

steaks^;

JANE PARKER

CLEARANCE!

heart

use price of $1.20 per pound.

that you can't judge meat value .by price per
pound alone - that A&Ps way ol trimming
"Super-Right" steaks save"; you money? To
make
ilar savings on all your meats buy
them at A&P, where every "Super-Right" cut is
Close Trimmed before weiqhing.

CHEDDAR CHEESE
Sizes 8 to 11

of the steak is sold

C

WISCONSIN SHARP

Sizes 4 to 9

y

buy the
for 33c)

tiny your money’s worth!

SUNNYBROOK STRICTLY FRESH

All Colors!

ed "Super-Right" porlw’Tote ’ha’ ; n 10 ounce ; of excess

cost ycu a coni!

ONE PRICE ONLY

MEN S AND BIG BOYS’
SPORT AND DRESS

PJght. . .

is an A5I

S!R1O STEAKS

Values
to $5.95!

I

■

O.t ?'

What is VALUE-anyway?

NAVEL ORANGES

SPECIAL VALUE! 20 NEW STYLES

.

.1. Yet these par’- cost iust as much
d ac the 1 3/4 pound heart of the steak.
- ir,H t :t ordinary porterhouse steaks
"1 :o to 31.15 rer pound, you'd pay
1 ex
j tail and 1 it -between $2.49
ar.
cr a 2 : _u..J, 6-ounce steak like this.
Hardly a bargain!
t

CALIFOPNIA-SIZE 252'S-ONE PRICE ONLY

Med. Width

i" : nriin ry :• •■"rhOuse steak weighing
2 pounds, 6 ounces. Larger than the steak on
t
it m ry look like a better buy. Bui
looks ire de «ivlng! For 10 ounces ol this steak
are >x :ess lat and tail meat (flank) that's too
pci
Af

SPORT SHOES

• Cushion Crepe
Oxfords

Read The Courier-Gaietto

ASP's (lose-Trim-meat-cutting method are of special interest to the famib wane-earner.

477 Pairs Women’s-Girls’ Better Grade

•
•
•
•

Saturday night dance to be divided
between two towns, Lincolnville
and Northport.
An auction of
home-cooked foods at intermis
sion will be held by Mayor Sher
man English of Belfast. Mrs.
Lloyd Drinkwater is chairman of
the Northport drive and Mrs Beraphine Faulkingham of Lincolnville,
assisted by Mrs. William Munroe
at the Beach and Mrs Raymond
MMer, North Lmcokiville. The
ladies will solicit the home-cooked
food. Keep this date in mind to
help the worthy cause.

Miss Jane Rider. Portland has
been visiting her parents, Mr. and
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Harold Rider.
MRS RENA CROWELL
Wiwurna Chapter, OES. will
Correspondent
Telephone 250
hold a semi-public installation on
Jan. 29. Mrs. Olive Crowell has
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe B. Hinkley charge of the refreshments, Mrs.
were in Palermo Sunday.
Evelyn Olidden entertainment.
Mrs Kay Fredericks and Mrs.
Rena Crowell, were in Waterville
LINCOLNVILLE
Monday.
There will be a Polio benefit
Mrs. William Freeman was in dance at Bree?emere. Lincolnville.
Saturday night. Th.s is made pos
Jefferson recently.
Stephen Riley. Portsmouth, N. H sible by the generosity of the own
spent the week-end with his par er, Harold Drinkwater, who is giv
ing the proceeds from his regular
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Riley.

Shop Our Store for Unadvertised Specials!

There will be a game party at
the GAR. Hall at 2 p m. Friday
sponsored by the Civil War Me
morial Association.
104-Th-tf
OPB. cardboard signs now
available at The Courier-Gazette
office—four for 50 cents. Get them
in the front office.
TBtf

i

TO NORTH CAPE, RUSSIA

KITCHEN CHARM

,C

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette. Thursday, January 24,1952
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I
car operated by Maynard
ulous figure for this great roller
Talk Of The Town
(Castine)
It was used to hold is furnished entirely with antiques
Lucky Strike Pins Lack
Hills, 80 Crescent street, was dam
of suitable competition is
powder for loading flintlock guns and valuable pieces are found in
aged to the extent of $190 Wed
blamed for “Aylward*" lackadaisi
and to prime cannons Mr New the other rooms.
nesday afternoon when lt was The Forecaster “Sold For cal showing.
bert lost an arm in the Bagaduce
Antique Furniture
! struck by one operated by Benja
Junk”—On the Various
Speed League
Matthews Of Union Has a Remarkable battle.
Ladder back rockers, rabbit ear
min Philbrook on North Main
Alleys
A
hand-made
bit
brace,
bog
The All Stars and Clippers
chairs (some with spindle back
——— -, - i ! street. The latter was backing out
* shoes for horses, a meta! snoe to
crashed headon this week and be
and others with arrow back),
Collection
Of
Americana
Ladies Fourflusher league
• qf his driveway at 19 North Main
bridle a wagon wheel (when going
Jan. 25—Rubinstein Club Guest
clocks, an antique Windsor desk,
The
old predicting
machine cause One Bounce" Stevenson can
Night at the Farnsworth Museum. street when it collided with Hills'
down hill), a hand-made wrought
a birds-eye maple four-poster bed,
Jan. 25—Methebesec Club meets at car which was turning into' North knonw as the “Long Range Fore throw a ball farther and "holler"
iron pod auger for tapping rum
(Bv Mildred Beedle Fossett)
the home of Mrs. Alex Vardavou- Main from Gay street. There was caster” was sold for Junk several louder than anyone on earth the
container was smoothed even with
chairs and sofa carved in rose and
barrels, a flail for threshing grain,
lis. Masonic street.
Henrv
Ford’s
collections of the top of the measure but in vege
grape designs, sea chests, keep
no
damage
to
the
Philbrook
car.
years ago but we don't need the old All Stars are escounced In the top
ar.d a wheat sickle are objects
Peb. 5—Rebekahs meet at IOOF
machine to forecast trouble for the position two points ahead of their Americana at Greenfield Village table or fruit sales the produce was which bepeak the activities of sake boxes, needlepoint picture®
Hall, degree work.
in oval frames and an enviable
Evelyn's all-girl troupe of enter other teams in this league as the arch rivals. Talbots outfit was nd the Wayside Inn and O. C. “rounded" thus making the differ Union's early settlers.
Peb. 6—L A.. P.M meeting, I.O.OF
Hall.
collection of china and glassware
tainers has been engaged for a re Hearts are putting on their usual pretty shaky after each blast of Lightner’s Museum of Hobbies at ence between “straight measure"
Mr.
Matthews
has
a
bear
trap
Peb 7—Theta Rho Girls’ Club at peat performance by Winslow-HolSt. Augustine, Florida, are large- end "round measure," common
are only a few of the prized posOne
Bounces"
“
Foghorn."
Kero

last
half
splurge
and
at
the
moment
which dates back to the town’s
I.O.OP all.
scale examples of educational dis terms in grandfather's day.
sess.ons owned by Edwards and
early days In 1794 while most of
Peb 7—Emblem Club meets at brook-Merritt Post A L's Washing are strong favorites to wm the sec sene Finish" Colwell helped put the
The Knox County hobbyist owns
Minnie Matthews.
ton's Birthday Eve party at Legion ond
Elks' Home
half
championship. They deadwood on the Clippers as he plays which serve a useful pur
the men were away attending a
pose
in
teaching
the
pre
ent
gen

a
"goose
iron
”
which
was
used
by
A Lynn rocker in the living
Peb. 15—Three>-act comedy "Nuts Home.
posted
a
total
of
315
for
the
Stars
clipped four points from the Spades
muster the women and children
and Bolts” at Watts Hall, Thom
this week with Virginia Heal lead ' Big Mo" Robbins paced the Slip eration the habits, hobbies and liv tailors. Live coals were placed in remained at home to care for the room was purchased by Mr. Mat
aston
ing conditions of yesteryear
side the iron to provide the heat.
thews' great-grandmother in 1822.
The Knox Shrine Club will hold ing the way with a 304 total Ethel pers with a total of 290.
livestock and crops.
Peb. 21 — Washington's Birthday
Right
here
in
Maine,
in
the
town
A map of Lincoln County when
She worked for 75 cents per week
its
annual
ladies
night
at
the
The other match was a natural
Savage began to show promise of a
Eve Party. American Legion
An old sow and two pigs got
American Legion Home Feb 5. in strong comeback to her oldtime as neither team had scored as vic I of Union, lives a man who has one Knox County was a part of Lin caught in the bear trap, which was and saved money to help buy lurHome
Peb. 22—Lincoln Baptist mid-Wln- the form of a dinner dance. Dinner form, rolling a 274 total for the tory in the second half The Lucky i of the finest accumulations of coln. and a map of Waldo County attached to a bent tree When the niture before her marriage. She
ter quarterly meeting, and ordi will be served at 7 p. m. It is ex
Americana that one could wish to are both collectors’ items
paid three dollars for the rocker
Spades. Capt. Sarah Bagley rolled Strike A's finally pulled out a four
trap was sprung the tree straight
nation service at Warren
find in a small scale collection.
Cowbells, sleighbells, and just
Mrs Matthews is very modest
pected
that
many
Shriners
from
all
point
win
over
the
hapless
Aces
a
swell
269
total
to
lead
the
Dia

ened up and the sow and pigs were
Peb. 28-29—“Journey’s End” (De
Edwards
A.
Matthews
has
de

bells
furnish
a
musical
touch
to
and
reticent about her own talents
,
parts
of
the
state
will
be
present.
Molay) at Community Building
monds to a four point victory over with Walter “Tut" Whittier crash
suspended in the air.
voted more than 30 years to col the collection.
but she has a hobby of her own.
March 16-22 — National Wildlife
the Clubs. Virginia Heal holds high ing through with a total of 334. Roy
Was Injured
Week.
rug making.
If the electric service in Union
George E. Berliawsky of Rock
Hobbs notched a 327 total to lead lecting the items which he proud
June 13-15—Annual Encampment land will be one of some 32 Bow average with 60.24.
ly
displays
at
his
home
near
Union
The front stairs are covered with
ever
fails
the
Matthews
family
Mr
William
Hart and some of
the
Aces.
Waldo
“
Slicker"
Heal
of VF.W. in Rockland
Ladies Nighthawk League
Common.
have no fear of having to stay in her neighbors bent the free to the a hooked runner which she made
doin
College
Seniors
to
receive
leads
the
league
in
averages
with
Aug. 1-2-3—Maine Lobster & Sea
The first half champion Queens
Ever since he was a boy, Mr. the dark for they can utilize some
about ten years ago The risers
Bachelor of Arts Degrees at spe
foods Festival.
10337.
ground and released the animals.
have
too much power for the others
Matthews has been intensely in of the large collection of oil lamps.
are in a rose design and the
cial commencement exercises to be
While rescuing the pigs Mrs Hart treads designed at "random " There
Independent League
in this league starting right off
terested in local history and the These include hanging
lamps,
held
in
the
College
Chapel
at
noon
Thet Weather
Capt. Bun Young has his Rockets preservation of articles depicting bracket lamps, table lamps, and a caught her hand in the spike teeth
re 18 hooked and braided rugs in
Saturday, Feb. 9. Berliawsky, a with a couple of easy victories. They
Many citizens hove sighs of re
nailed
the
Kings
this
week
thanks
soaring
as the first half champs the customs and means of liveli large "Rochester Burner” which of the trap. Her hand was badly the house which she has made.
Government major at Bowdoin.
mangled and she carried the scars She has also made rugs and quilts
lief yesterday morning and found
was the type used in grocery stores
attended Rockland High School to the steady rolling of Connie continued to slaughter the opposi hood of earlier generations.
as long as she lived.
that the promised 8-inch snowfall
Milliken
and
Dot
Weare
who
posted
tion.
The
great
"Matador
”
(or
Bull
as gifts for relatives and plans
Many
of
the
items
in
the
Union
A
small
antique
chest
covered
and Bordentown Military’ Academy.
To prove that there was time
had given place to a torrential rain
He is a member of Sigma Nu fra totals of 262 and 260 respectively. thrower) slapped out a total of 308 man's collection are family pieces with dog skin (some of the hair for recreation in grandfather’s thi- Winter to make a rug for one
storm, which had carried away
ternity and of the staff of the Ori Tillie Small subbed for the Kings to lead his outfit to a four point which belonged to either Mr Mat- can still be seen) is a curiosity. day, Mr. Matthews displays a pair of her daughters.
much of the remaining snow. And
ent, Bowdoin's weekly undergradu and was high line with a 246 total. win over the second place Atoms, thews' ancestors or to his wife's It bears a plate inscribed, “John of handmade, bow-end skates. They
In place of a 30 temperature the
Matthews was the former Williams, saddler, chaise trimmer,
ate newspaper. He is the son of The Jacks copped four from the ‘ Daddy" Prince led the Atoms with Mr
look exactly like the ones worn
mercury recorded around 60 above
harness, cap and trunk maker,
Mrs. Anita Berliawsky of Rock Deuces with Betty Clark leading a 299 total. McFarland was also in Minner Hills, a native of Warren.
by the figures in a picture in the
in the afternoon. "Why go to Mi
with
a
269
total.
Bunny
Talbot'
He has purchased some articles Bangor, Maine"
attendance. Jake
Johnson re
land.
“Maine Farmers’ Almanac."
ami?” quoth several persons. But
rolled a nice 256 total to lead the turned to the fold this week after and others have been given to him
Shaving mugs, some bearing Mr
ets
An article that is not easily
back in the early 20's is the temper
Deuces.
Arlene
Clark
is
way
out
in
by
people
who
have
learned
of
a
two
month
layoff
and
led
the
Gi

Matthews
’
name,
are
a
token
of
There will be a unit meeting of
identified today is a froe (also
ature this morning and a likely
the League of Women Voters of front in the average department; ants to a four point decision over his hobby and wish to add a con the days before electric razors and spelled from) for splitting shingles.
prospect of more “White Christribution
to
it.
with
an
88.17.
shaving
creams.
the
Braves,
rolling
a
total
of
277
Rockland next Monday at 230 p. m
This took was used prior to 1825.
mas” stuff The last quarter of the
which just goes to show you what
Hotshot League
Workmen's Tools
at the home of Mrs Harold E
Bark To The Revolution
Mr. Matthews has some “punkin
moon and two planets are having a
Cobblers’, carpenters' and coop
Jackson, 90 Beech street Mrs. The Rockport Boat Club climbed a little rest can do for a man. Capt
Some of the articles have a story pine" shingles which were made
necking party tonight.
Jackson will lead a discussion on all over Bobs Lime City outfit to i Jim Weare hit a 274 total in a vain ers' tools form a nucleus to his
The shingles were
A knife by hand
take over first place in this red hot effort to keep his crumbling Braves "workshop collection.’' Some of connected with them.
"shaved" by setting them in a vise
Mrs. Daphne W. Merrill, Portland County Govcrnmet. This will be
which
has
an
elaborately
carved
in
the
thick
of
the
battle.
race Bob Dean was high line for
these articles were in use more
and operating the “shaver" with
street, Fryeburg, has been appoint open to both League and nonFran Perry leads this league with than a hundred years ago. Many handle was given to a Knox County a foot treadle.
the yachtsmen with a 303 total as
ed by the American Mothers Com League members who are interested.
soldier
by
a
Confederate
soldier
in
they piled up a new record team to an average of 94 43.
of the tools are made of wood.
One room of the Matthews home
mittee of the Golden Rule Foun
Stevenson brought his partner With the cobblers’ tools is a box exchange for a pound of coffee
tal of 1412 Nystrom was high for
Golden
Rod
Chapter
will
hold
its
dation to serve as the AMC Chair
during the Civil War.
Wadsworth along to fill in for of wooden pegs which were used
installation. Friday night at Mason Bobs with 264
man for the State of Maine
A Civil War musket. Civil War
Thursdays debacle to attach the soles to the shoes.
The first half champion Panthers Boynton in
ic Temple at 8 p. m. Semi-public.
sabt r. a fowling-piece and a Daniel
Boynton
tenors
for
Mens
Chorus
Mr.
Matthews
has
a
brass-toed
regained
their
stride
at
the
expense
The Women's Association of the
Boone gun are items highly prized
Mr. and Mrs Neil Novicka will of Toms Lunch with Capt. Parker sat in on a “jam'' session, or at child's shoe with pegged sole and
First Baptist Church met Wed
by Mr. Matthews.
It is a highnesday afternoon in the vestry. De be the installing officers for Gol and Perley Bartlett tying up with least that was the reason given. fancy stitching
He also owns a powder horn,
Personally
I
think
he
was
afraid
of
topped
laced
boot
and
was
doubt

280
totaLs.
"Tom
the
Man
”
led
the
den
Rod
Chapter
No.
8
O
ES
Fri

votions by Frances Sherer. Plans
which
was used by Christopher
were made to put on a supper for day night. They will be assisted by lunchmen with a 270 total, a ridic jeopardizing his average recently less a prized possession in the Newbert of Appleton in the Revo
given
a
big
boost
with
a
couple
of
wardrobe
of
some
“
mother's
dar

Mrs.
Golden
Munro
as
Marshall
the young people in February Mr-.
lutionary War battle at Bagaduce
ling." This style footwear is fre
300 totals.
Ethel Colburn and Mr
Helen and Mrs. Naomi Benner as chap
Municipal
Court
It happened to Joe Louis, Jack quently seen in formal photo
lain. Following the installation a
WHERE YOUR BUDGET DOLLAR BUYS MORE!
Pinkham. co-chairmen.
reception for the new officers will Ernest Wooster
of Rockland Dempsey, Mill Tilden and many graphs of children taken 80 to 90
The Knox County Outboard be held in the banquet hall and re pleaded not guilty to a charge of other great champions. Youth must years ago.
IT S ARMOURS STAR
THE BEST
January
Moulding planes used by car
Racing Association will meet Sun freshments will be served under non-support of his wife Sarah be served. It was. But never, to my
BEST
penters,
a
girth
chain
for
measday at 6 p. m. at the home of Jalo the direction of Mrs. Gertrude when arraigned in Municipal Court knowledge, have any of these agClearance Sale
CENTER
Ranta on Old County Road
Merrill and Mrs Thelma McLen Tuesday morning. He w’as found ing champions ever lost two titles uring oxen, apple parers, a wooden
lb.
SLICES
butter
tray,
butter
moulds,,
a
fourin
one
week.
It
happened
to
Roy
nan.
guilty and sentenced to 30 days in
DRASTIC
REDUCTIONS
Ensign Cresswell Gamache USN
“The Hope Corner Flash" Hobbs ring bit for horses, handmade
jail.
“STORE-WIDE”
HAP71 SHANKS, Ib. 29c
is visiting his parents. Lieutenant
HAM BUTTS, Ib. 39c
this past week. Roy Neal, a very forks used in fireplace cookery, ox
Rockland Assembly No. 12. Order
and Mrs. Samuel Gamache of Cam of Rainbow for Girls will hold an City Manager Frederick Farns personable young fellow from Houl shoes, a soap stone that warmed
SUITS
TO SERVE WITH YOUR HAM—FRESH
den. A graduate of Maine Maritime Installation Sunday afternoon at 3 worth announces the appointment ton, captured the coveted State of many an ice-like bed, TD. pipes
Academy, he is attached to the USS p. m. with Mrs. Eleanor Feyler of of John Cavanaugh as janitor of Maine championship
$34.98
rolling a (originals bearing the letters T.D.i,
Values to 45.00
SPINACH
cello pkg.
Andromeda. AKA 15, on Pacific Thomaston Past Worthy Advisor as the City Building and the Public grand total of 2219 for the twenty iron kettles and an iron teakettle
duty where he has served the past the installing officer. Refresh Library.
39.98
Values to 49.50
strings as Hobbs slumped to 2022. are an example of the wide variety
17 months He will rejoin his ship ments will be served under the di
Another very personable young of items that Mr. Matthews h:s
ib. 49c
BACON, Armour's Star
Values to 65.00
44.98
CARD OF THANKS
at Mare Island Navy Yard on rection of Mrs. Beatrice Riohards
man who answers to Virginia’s call collected.
The
familv
of
Mrs.
Grace
Free

February 9.
An adze and other ship carpen
of Rockport, Chairman of the Ad man wish to thank their friends as Wally Heal wrested the Knox
TOPCOATS
PIG'S LIVER, Sliced
Ib. 29c
Gabardines. Tweeds, Coverts
visory Board. Those not solicited and neighbors for their many kind County crown from Hobbs on one ters’ tools are reminders of the
Due to the length of the show
are asked to furnish sandwiches nesses during their recent bereave of the best matches seen here in daws when Maine-built shins
$24.98
Friday and Saturday »t the Knox
Values to 45.00
FRESH
Members of the Masonic Bodies and ment. Special thanks to Dr. Den many a moon. Hobbs got away to a graced the waters of the seven seas.
Theatre there will be only two
PORK
A set of grain measures, an iron
Eastern Star are cordially invited nison.
22
pin
lead
in
the
first
match
roll

Clarence Freeman. Miss Babel
34.98
Values to 49.50
shows daily Matinee at 1.30 and
to attend the installation.
ing a total of 999 to 9C<7 for “Waldo” doughnut kettle, a metal spice box
Balano,
Watson
Balano.
ll
’
lt
one evening show at 6.45 Last
LEAN
Values to 65.00
Both boys came roaring back in the containing six individual boxes,
49.98
showing of Sands of Iwo Jima at
MEAT
CARD OF appreciation
Weymouth Grange of Thomas
final ten with Heal posting a 1982 churns, and a collection of baskets
8.40.
The Committee is deeply appre
made by Maine Indians are dis
JACKETS
ton will hold a mystery ride Fri
ciative of the generous aid so en total to Hobbs 1053 with "Slicker"
FOR ROASTING
day evening. Members are asked thusiastically given us in connec pulling out a close 7 pin decision. played to advantage.
$14.98
Values to 22.50
GAME PARTY
RIB ( I TS
to meet at the hall at 630 and to tion with the South End P.T.A. Wally's top single of 131 in the sec
Ways of Measuring
EVERY FRIDAY
take sweets There will be ample Annual Card party. It was a grand ond stanza proved to be the turn
Mr. Matthews explained that m
12.98
Values to 16.95
success and the proceeds will do ing point but it was anyone’s guess selling grain the contents of the
At 7.30 P. M.
transportation for all.
much for the South School.
10.98
TOWER ROOM
Values to 14.95
who the ultimate winner would be
FOR A CHANGE
Virginia Kunesh, Dorothy Jones.
COMMUNITY Bl'ltDING
BORN
as Roy held a two pin lead going Any of you Knox County Bowlers
Jan.
22. 195211-lt
GOLDEN
SMOKED
LB. in
Values
to 11.95
Auspices Knights of Columbus
9.98
Green—At Camden. ----- , to Mr.
into the ninth box of the last want to make something of it?
17-tf
C ARD OF THANKS
and Mrs. Alfred Green, a son.
string. That's how close it w’as.
Camdens Eastern Maine Leaguers
We wish to thank our neighbors
Sale On Many Other
Margaret Colwell, of the Lincoln went into action at Oldtown Bun
and
friends
for
the
money
bou
There will be a Public Card
Items Not Listed
quet and the many cards and beau ville Colwells, successfully defended day afternoon and swamped the
Party at the Red Cross Rooms, tiful flowers we received for
her Knox County Championship league leaders by 140 pins to take
OR IF YOU PREFER WE OFFER
Main
street. Friday
evening, our golden wedding anniversary.
BUY NOW AND "SAVE’'
against Virginia Heal in a 20 string five out of the six points.
commencing at 730
This is- a
Mr. and Mrs. Peter K. Reed,
'W/
match.
Both
girls
were
really
hit

Wally
Heal
topped
the
Camden
In Our
Ib. 49c
SMOKED FILLETS
Owl's Head, Jan. 22, 1952.
11-lt
benefit party for the Red Cross
ting the high spots in the final ten team with a 548 total with Hobbs
MODERN BOYS’ DEPT.
444 Main Street
Station wagon.
ll’lt
but Margaret was not to be denied and Melvin contributing scores of
Rockland, Me.
Outfits For
JUST ARRIVED—NEW SHIPMENT
as she kept slugging away to a 69 530 and 523 to the winning effort.
Every
Occasion
FRESH FLORIDA JUICE
pin
decision.
The
Champ
had
a
1917
Camden
tackles
Skowhegan
next
Prescriptions
total for the 20 strings with the Sunday at the Lucky Strike in a
COME IN TODAY!
Carefully Compounded
challenger posting a total of 1848. double match the first one at 2.30.
ne superior
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
Toms All Stars split a double
1-tf
standard of service
TELEVISION AND RADIO match at home Sunday, the men
"I----------in a wide range of prices.
winning by 122 pins with the wom
SERVICE
CHIFFON SOAP FLAKES
en dropping a 26 pin decision to the
Tick-up and Deliver
OFFINS
Prompt, Guaranteed Service.
Buy
One, Get One FREE—Both For
WVl,
visiting
lassies.
Aylward
with
a
514
ap
MAINE MUSIC CO
total paced the home forces Gian406 MAIN ST.
KOtKLANI). ME. ina Ames has high line for Cam
. ' ?• ?
WhV
MF ’
RUSSELL
Maine
TEL. 708 - UP ONE FLIGHT
Dill Pickles
den
girls
with
a
450
total
qt. jar 25c
11*13
A

DEVOTED YEARS TO IT

NOW*
AU.

THE
PERRY MARKETS

HAM

85c

19c

SAUSAGE

Ib. 29c

FRANKFORTS

Ib. 49c

PORK

Ib. 43c

FINNAN HARDIER

ORANGES

doz. 29c

*Jft«

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

DhvisFuneralHomes
ih <•••)«■ /

TWO<»"m$PCn

Pack

Kf ■fiA'N-, ...
rfOClTcikNO

Crusty. Flaky

DB. DANA S. NEWMAN’S
Dental Office Is Closed
Until Further Notice

FREE DEMONSTRATION
AMAZING, TOTALLY NEW

"MINIATURE"
RADIONIC HEARING AID

TELS. 390—624-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND. ME

Ambulance Service

i-tt

COMPLITI
MADY TO WIAR
Only 6'A

Ouncer wttk loHeriei

HUSTON-TUTTLE
BOOK CO.
408 MAIN ST_ ROCKLAND. ME
10-DAY RETURN PRIVILEGE

Wax Beans

Our pie-eating’s
Repetitious.

Fresh Fruit
Apple Pie, 49c
Custard Pie, 59c
Apple Turnovers
6 for 39c
Cream Puffs, 3 for 29c

FOR FREE DELIVERY
Of All Pastries
TELEPHONE 548-W
ome methods
bakery
476 Waii»$t”*Ro<Kland
Mein St.-Thomaston

3 tins 29c

Pork and Beans

Tf

So delirious.

11*12

BURPEE
Funeral Home

Tomato Soup

JIMMY JINGLE SAYS:

Ige. 21/l tin 19c

2 No. 2 tins 29c

Ige. 2 2 tin 19c

Cut Beets

Dandelion Greens

SMALL’S UPPER PARK ST

Angel Food Cake Mix

Veal Roast
Ib. 69c
Veal Chops
Ib. 59c

Boneless Hams
lb. 79c

Bottom. Round

Large

Pot Roast
Ib. 85c

Native Fowl
lb. 39c

Bacon Ends

Ib. 25c

T-Bone Steak
lb. 75c

Top Round

Pork Chops

Steak
lb. 90c

Best Center Cuts

Sliced

Ib. 65c

tin 39c

pkg. 49c

Domestic

Crab Meat
Boneless

Maine
Pack

tin 69c

Cube Steak
Ib. 85c

Apple Jelly

Chuck Roast
lb. 55c

IMPORTED FROM ENGLAND—5 VARIETIES

Boneless Chuck

Pot Roast
Ib. 75c

Prunes

2 Ib. jar 29c
Del Monte

2 Ib. pkg. 45c

VERY DELICIOUS
ASK FOR A SAMPLE

pkg. 25c

CREAM PUFFS

3 for 29c

APPLE TURNOVERS

6 for 39c

Page Four

KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING. RENTING SERVICES

McLftIN SCHOOL NOIES

HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements tn this column not to exceed three lines inserted
•nee for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each aadilional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads’’ so called, i. e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent io The Courier-Gazette office for handline, cost 25 cents additional.

Grade 1, Mrs. Leach

Mrs. Helen Perry has been sub
stituting for Mrs. Leach the past
week.
The class collected $9.28 as its
contribution to the March of
Dimes.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.

Grade 1, Mrs. Rhodes

ALL ML’ST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a Line.

FOR SALE

EGGS & CHICKS

MARBLE Top Bureau and Coinmode. Spinet Desk. like new. Pine
Bureau. Spool Bed, French Clo k
Old Lamps. Mirrors
Pewter. Dishes, lor sale; also Chev
rolet Coupe 119311. nearly new!
tires, price $05. ADA MITCHEL I,.
Burkettville. Me. Tel. WaTin;" ■
9-12.
11*13

SEX-LINK Pullets. Cockerels or
straight-run Chicks for sale, from
some of the best combined meat
and egg Pullorum-clean, MaineUS. Approved breeding stock
available in the East. Can be in
oculated for Newcastle disease if
desired. Lowest prices. DUTCH
NECK HATCERY. Melville Davis.
Tel. 122-23, Waldoboro, Me.
8tf

STOVE, coal or wood circulating'
heater, for sale Good condition
also 45 gal. Copper Hot Water
Tank. CLARENCE DEAN. W
Rockport. Tel. Camden 8915. 11 13

WANTED

SIX-Rocm House wanted to buy
or rent, in this vicinity. Write
A STANDARD Radio for sa e I BOX 81. Rockland.
11*13
perfect condition, right size. Pr: e
t
IBINATION
Gas
and
Wood
$10. THL. 991-JK
11-lt I
...

RU1SENS1 EIN.

6

Talbot Ave. Tel. 1285.
lltf
WANTED: House Work, Com
panion. Care For Sick, adults only.
ROSIE JOHNSON, 32 Grace St.
11*13
RIDERS wanted, to the Bath
Lon Works, in Rockport through
to Warren. JAMES IHLAND. Tel.
3041.
10*12
EDGFR for saw mill wanted.
ELMER J. HOPKINS. No Haven,
Me.
10*14

CROSS’
Prescription Service
Drugs - Sundries
TEL. 1204
373 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

92-Th-tf I

MAN’S Storm Coat, like new fc
sale. Worn only twice. PHONE
9O1-J, pity.
____________ 10-12
1930 PONTIAIC 2-door. for sale,
four good tires. Motor overhauled,
new clutch.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, January 24,1952

CALL Union 14-4

10*12
APPLE HEADQUARTERS

Macintosh, Cortland. Spies and
Tolman Sweets. A few Macs at
$1.50 per bushel. R. E. THURS
TON, Thurston’s Wharf, TIB
Ave. Tel. 336, Rockland.
lOtf

STORM WINDOWS
Rustless
Aluminum
BURROWES Corp, of Portland
Cash or Terms
E. T. LONG, Factory Rep.
113 Camden St.

Made of Guaranteed

123-S-Th-tf
McCULLOCH, 24 in. Chain Saw
for sale, practically new. LAW
RENCE HUNT. Thomaston.
10-12

FAMILY Cow. also nice fa- bull
for sale. Ideal for service or d< ,j
freeze.
MAURICE LEONARD
Rockville. Tel. 1592-M1.
10-12
BENDIX
Electric
Automatic
Dryer for sale, A-l condition. In
quire 235 MAIN ST.
10-12
Advertise In The Courier-Gazette
1047 FORD Super Deluxe Sta
tion Wagon for sale, 2 heaters,
good tires, also has new top. CARL
BLACKINOTON 642 Old County
Road, city.
10*12
DODGE \-ton rack Truck. 1941.
fOT sale; fair condition, heater and
all extras, $195 cash; 44 Gay St.,
after 3 p. m. or TEL. 273-M.
10*12
FUR Coat, size 12, for -ale. Vertgood condition. Price $25. TEL.
953-R_______________________ 9-11
COLLIE Pups. 3 mos. old for
sale. CHARLES HILL. Shepherd
Hill, Union, Me.
9-11
EARLY cut baled Hay for sale
42 S. Main St. TEL. 254-W.
7*12
POT Burner for sale, new sac
rificed for quick sale. $45; 80 Ma
sonic St. PHONE 610.
ltf
BALED Hay for sale, at barn or
delivered. Excellent quality. None
of it rained on. Only a few tons
to offer, so call early. For full
Information call NEIL RUSSELL,
West Meadow Rd. Tel. 408.
148tf

BODY and
FENDER WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS
ANY TYPE OF WELDING

Rowling's Garage
778 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 202-W
ROCKLAND, ME.

1-tf

MtW'fi. Women's and children’s
at factory price at JOE’S
SHOE STORE, 63 Cedar St Open
dally, inc. Sunday until 9 p m.,
except Thurs. close at 6 o'clock
98tf
Bhoes sold

ROOFING AND SIDING
TITE-ON, fire-resistant roofs, 20
kinds of aiding, repair work, metal
windows, and doors.
Free esti

mates, monthly payments.

CALL
1213-M or write P. O. Box 424.
Rockland.
lOltf
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Walks, Steps, Posts, Fireplaces,

Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
Foundation Stone.
Estimates
gladly submitted. No obligation.
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
TRIES (Successors to John Mee
han A Son), Clark Island, Me.
Te>. Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant's
Harbor 56-13.
1-tf

David Cooper. Mark Lawrence,
Rebecca Orne, and Martha Sleep
er have passed in excellent papers
in penmanship this term.
Patricia McKenzie brought in
the most money for the March oi i
Dimes.
Ivan Sprague and George Woos
ter have joined the class George
came to us from South School.
Ivan recently returned from Port
land after spending a long time at
the Maine General Hospital.
Grade 2, Mrs. Merrill

Dennis Pelletier has recently en
tered the class from Portsmouth,
Virginia.
We are making a mountain
scene in connection with our read
ing group. John Peters, Anne Ladd,
and Dennis Pelletier are making
the mountains. Robert Perry and
Dennis Halligan are in charge of
making the characters from clay.
Elizabeth Munsey, Margaret Black,
and Lucy Kenney are making
houses and cabins to be placed
along the mountain trails.
John Bird and Ellen Sulides are
the "Future Teachers" who visited
our room last week.

Grade 2, Mrs. Gifford
Gloria Chase has joined the
class.
WANTED TO BUY
Janet Jordan has returned to
Burroughs Adding Machine,
Second-Hand.
school after a long absence.
Early Model Preferred.
P T. A. members reporting this
week were William Brazier. Barbara
Senter-Crane Company
10-12 Boynton, Janet Hall and Arthur
Perry.
STEADY Position for experi
Grade 3 Mrs. MacDougal
enced Salesgirls in Ladies’ Ready
Morning exercises were shared
to Wear Store. Top salary paid
for right person. Write CS., % with Mrs. Hall's Fourth Grade
The Courier-Gazette.
lOtf | Thursday morning.
WOMEN without previous ex
The Future Teachers’ Club mem
perience are making $30 weekly by bers visiting our room this week
working convenient hours taking
orders for Avon Products. Repre were Marion Talbot and Gail
sentatives wanted in Rockland, Grant.
Union, Thomaston, Washington,
Grade Three, Mrs. Clark
Liberty. North Haven.
Write
Dawn Butler has moved to
MRS. RUSSELL JOHNSON, Wa
terville.
9*17 Wood’s Hole, Mass.
Richard Ames is back in our room
and Sandra Myers has come to us
AUTOMOBILE SALES
i from Tyler School.
FRANCHISE
Our reading group has made a
Still very profitable business
operations. They are not easy | model of an airport. Those in the
to sec lire .as most manufacturers ■ group are Sue Brann, Robert Brad
are unable to increase their
ley, Robert Kershner, Dana Libby.
present
large
organizations.
A franchise is available for
Peter Monson, Madoline Spear, and
Rockland to a person capable of
Patricia Vose.

providing tlie energy, facilities
and capital to properly repre
sent the fastest growing inde
pendent line of motor cars. You
must act quickly. Write for full
details to Box S, cc Courier-

BURKETTVILLE

Mr and Mrs. LeRoy Sukeforth
i and Mr. and Mrs. Fulton Redman
Gazette.
12*13 j of Bucksport called on Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Hannan Saturday after1900 FEET Cedar Boat Plank j noon.
wanted, Pi nich thick. J. O.
Abbie Hart is very ill with the
BROWN & SON, North Haven.
Tel. 51.
9-11 1 measles at this writing.
Mrs. Charles Roy entertained the
JUNIOR High Student wants
second hand Saxophone, reason- Homemakers
Thursday.
Eight
able price. PHONE 341.
8*13 , women were present. A square meal
FIVE to seven-room House or
Apt. wanted to rent in vicinity of
Rockland for plant foreman. Call LOST AND FOUND
ROCKLAND POULTRY CO. Tel.
MAN’S Gold Ring with stone,
1396
148tf
found on Hyler street, Thomaston.
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work Contact DENNIS YOUNG. 25
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102 Wadsworth St.. Thomaston. Owner
Union St.. Grove St. entrance- Tel. | may have same by identifying and
1680 EVA AMES.
10*15
I paying for this ad.
11-13
DON’T discard your old or
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
TO LET
NEWMAN for restoring and refinlshing: 48 Masonic St.
Tel.
THREE-Room furnished Apt. to
1108-M.
ltf
let, bath. Adults only; 57 PACIFIC
ST., city.
11*13
THREE-Room furnished Apt. to :
EXPERIENCED
let. Newly decorated, ground floor.
Apply 12 WARREN ST.
11*13
BOOKKEEPER
APT. to let on second floor. Fur
WANTED
nished only with stoves, with oil
MALE OR FEMALE
heat.
Sunny and comfortable.
Salary
commensurate
with
Middle-aged couple preferred. Ap
ability.
Opportunity for ad
ply In Person at 28 JAMES ST.
vancement. Write letter stating
lOtf
education, training, experience,
to:
CENTRALLY located, unfurn
BOX Bl
ished 5-room Apartment to let,
modem. TEL. 1466.
lOtf
COURIER-GAZETTE
TWO-Room Apt. to let. Inquire
10-12
235 MAIN ST.
10-12
FIVE-Room Unfurnished Cot
tage on route 1 to let. Newlydecorated, electricity, bath. TEL.
REAL ESTATE
1466.
lOtf
SIX-Room House in South
GARAGE to let. Inquire 235
Thomaston, with bath, for sale. MAIN ST.
10-12
Contact KATHLEEN SPRUCE. So.
THREE-Room
furnished
Apt.
to
Thomaston. Tel. 981-W4.
11*13
let, finest location; 29 Beech St.
IO-ROOM House with full bath, TEL. 1116-W.
9-11
for sale, at 73 Crescent St. Call
TWO-Rm., furn. upstairs Apt. to
after 5 p. m. TEL. 1301-R. 10*12
let, for middle-aged couple, oil
FOUR-Room House for sale, elec, heat. Inquire 12 WARREN ST.
spring water, one acre land, near
11*13
school and store at South Lib
MODERATE
Rent
to
adults,
erty
Price $700.
FRANCES fum. 2-rm. Apt. priv. bath, unre
MARTZ. South Hope.
10*11
frigerator, stove, cabinet sink. Good
FIVE-Family Furnished Apt. for Rockland location. TEL. Camden
sale; all electric kitchen; automa 2853.
9-11
tic heat; good fu-dltiire' steady
SMALL fur. Apts, to let. Apply
tenants, will be net profit of 12 In Person, 11 JAMES ST.
149tf
to 15’Reason for selling—leav
FURNISHED Apartment, 2 or 3
ing State. Write BOX J.T., %
The Courier-Gazette.
10*12 rooms. JOHNSON, 111 Pleasant
St. Tel. 829-M.
144tf
TWO-APT. House at 49 Park St.
TWO-Room
Furnished
Apt.
to
let,
for sale, occupied at present. Price
138tf
right. Inquire WALDOBORO GA Willow St. TEL. 939.
HEATED and unheated furnished
RAGE. 118 Park St Tel. 475
BStf
Apts, to let. V. P. STUDLEY, 77
Tels. 8060 or 1234.
ltf
For pacidng shipments of fragile Park St.
merchandise, nothing is more prac
SANDING Machine and polisher
tical than old newspapers. Bundles to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer. !
10 cents and up at The Courier- Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT .

Gazette,

«2’aw

CO., 440 Main St.

ltf

Union 50-40 Over Thomaston In Fast Paced Game

Another reading grouy is studying
about Norway William Black and
Charles Monteith brought interest
ing material to class. Harriet Rich
ardson, Martha
Grossman and
Sheila Vinal made crayon drawings
showing the Norwegian country
side.
Grade 4, Mrs. Paulltz

Donald and David Gregory
planned a hobby show, judges were
chosen to give badge prizes. Those
bringing exhibits were Barry Ellis.
Kathleen Sylvester, David Greg
ory, Donald Gregory, Ruth Ann
Jackson. Linda Morey, Jeanine
Proctor and Carol Bicknell.
The girls brought their Christ
mas dolls for a doll show.
Grade 4, Mrs. Hall

Martha Lowe brought us an Af
rican violet and David Gamage a
narcissus
David Harden is our "geogra
pher.” He is teaching us the loca
tion of Falmouth and Hamburg.
"The Princess Who Would Not
Cry" was dramatized Wednesday
morning with costumes, lipstick,
onions and all the fixings. The fol
lowing took part: Sylvia Noyes,
Michael Savitt, Bonnie Rackliff,
Martha Lowe. Ronald Smith, Ed
ward Mayo. Rebecca Gould, Mary
Johnson, Mary Teel, Rebecca Dow
and Carol Cross.
Our room celebrated New Year’s
by having a "Doll Party.” About
25 new Christmas dolls attended.
Mrs. Lina Mountfort very kindly
furnished refreshments.

Four players give full attention to the ball in the third period of
the Union-Thomaston game. Gordon Grinned (not shown! has just
rustled the nets with a shot from outside. I-elt to right: Captain Sum
ner Ward. Thomaston. Bob Newbert of Union. Hash Gordon, and catching
the ball, Dennis Sawyer of Thomaston.

Union High won over Thomaston at Thomaston by 50-40 Tuesday
night in a good game.
Things were very tight for three
periods and the lead kept changing
Grade 5, Mrs. Spring
hands with neither team being able
Billy Emery, Kenneth Ilvonen, to get more than a four point ad
Alan Korplnen, Todd McIntosh, vantage. In the final session,
and Peter Stratton have been cho Marshall Payson began getting
sen to serve as patrol boys.
,
loose under the Thomaston basket
We all wish Freddie Stoddard a
quick recovery from the chicken
Union Honor Roil
pox.
Mary Brown and Nancy O'Brien
have shown much improvement in Three Earned All A’s Past
handwriting.
Period; 13 Received B's
Mrs. Wilma Huntley was a recent
Or Better In Ranks
visiter.
Anna Coughlin, Kenneth Ilvonen
Principal Winfred Kenoyer of
Bruce Rubenstein and Harriet Ladd Union High School has released
had perfect papers in a recent the following honor roll of out
science test.
standing students. Three having
all A's in thier studies are Joan
tirade 6, Mrs. Barter
We are very proud of Charles Knight and Sandra Richards. Jun
Mahoney. He gave such an excel iors, Sadie Gammon, a Senior.
With all B's or better are: Sen
lent report on the life of Louis Pas
teur that we asked him to give it iors, Kenneth Bartlett, Jeannette
Upham, Gordon Grinnell, Gerald
to the fifth grade.
Charles was also very lucky this Torrey, Faye Robbins and Marsh
week. He had the lowest point all Payson.
Juniors are Frances Guyette,
spread in his scores of The Cour
ier-Gazette “Pick the Winner Con Juanita Upham and Grace Pushtest" and was thereby the winner. aw.
Sophomores: Linnette Hilt. Jan
ice
Moody and Robert Linscott. The
for health was served at noon.
Subject stenciling. The next meet lone Freshman on the list is Mil
ing will be held Feb. 14 at the home dred Upham.
of Nettie Grinnell.
Miss Molly Start, entertained a
Student Awards
group of friends at the S. Club
Wednesday night.
Made In Contest Sponsored
The P.F.W. held another dance
By the Maine Elks’
ak the Grange Hall Friday night.
Association
A small attendance.
George Miller was a business
Maine’s school-going young men
caller in Rockland Friday.
and women will again be eligible
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hart and
this year for the Most Valuable
family were dinner guests of Mr.
Student Awards given annually by
and Mrs.. Chester Hannan Sunday the Maine State Elks’ Association,
also callers at the home of Mr. and
Ernest C. Simpson announced.
Mrs. George Hart.
Simpson, chairman of the Asso
Several from this vicinity attend ciation’s committee for the project,
ed the Auction in Liberty Saturday. said that the Maine competition is
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Roy of Bel being conducted in connection with
fast were visitors at the home of his the Elks National Foundation
brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Scholarship Awards.
Silvio Roy Wednesday.
These awards—totaling $15,000
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Philbrook on a nation-wide basis—will be
and daughter spent the week-end mjde at the Elks’ National Con
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. vention to outstanding students
Fessenden Hannan.
who are leaders in their schools

NORTH WALDOBORO
Mrs. Ferdinand Day of Thomas
ton was a guest of Maude Mank on
Thursday.
The Primary Class of the Metho
dist Sunday School meets Friday
night with their teacher, Mrs. Mer
lin Eugley. They enjoyed the eve
ning playing games and making
corn balls.
Homer Carroll of Boston is
spending eleven days at his home
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Merlin Eugley
were callers Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Lavander Newbert.
Mr. and Mrs. Silvio Ray and fam-

MISCELLANEOUS
Instruction, Male. DIESEL is
going places. Come along! Pre
pare for this good pay trade now.
We will personally interview me
chanically-inclined men.
Write
for Free book. "Earning Power In
Diesel.”
UTILITIES
DIESEL
TRAINING, Box E.P., « The Cou
rier-Gazette.
10*12

and colleges.
Two winners are selected an
nually in Maine, Stimpson ex
plained. With first place goes an
award of $300, and the first and
second place winners are then en
tered in national competition.

and dunked in several quid: layups to send fhe game out of Thomaston’s reach. He wound up with
29 points for game high,
Tlie first quarter saw both teams
bussing often and the.r passing
was uncertain in the early minutes.
Thomaston led at the end by 13-11.
The pace picked up in the sec
ond sL -ion and it was nip and

James Sylvester, Camden High Sophomore who hit the jackpot in
the sports guessing game of predicting winners last week, receives a cash
award from Courier-Gazette sports writer Bob Mayo.

Boothbay Harbor vs Waldoboro

Camden Sophomore Called
’Em Right On All Seven
Games Last Week
The third week of the CourierGazette’s Pick the Winner Contest
saw a contestant pick all seven
winners correctly. James Sylvester,
Camden High Scholl Sophomore,
had his crystal ball working over
time and picked up the first prize
of 43 as a result.
Next in line were three Thom
aston High Seniors; Jimmy Hall,
Summer Ward, and Arthur Strout.
It was Jimmy for second money
with a point spread of 61, and
Sumner Ward edged out Arthur
Strout for the third spot by 80-92.
Last
week's
winner,
Charlie
Mahoney, had five correct along
with Emery Howard, Jr., Donald
Farnsworth of Rockland, and
Stephen Ludwig of Waldoboro.
Several contestants failed to list
all the games.
Following are the games for this
Friday along with my predictions.
Pick the winner and score of all
of them and send to Bob Mayo,
Box 741, Rockland. They must be in
by Friday night.

Vinalhaven vs Rockport

Another painful lesson for the
Islanders on the glory trail. Rock
port by 60-30.
Union vs Erskine Academy

Erskine took Rockport twice, and,
since the latter handled Union
easily, it follows that the West
erners should take this one by
about 47-40.
In other games not in the con
test the Camden girls over Thom
aston 49-34; Lincoln Academy girls
over Wiscasset 47-39; Waldoboro
girls over Boothbay’s by 51-35. i
Girls: Union 51, Erskine 40.

GROSS NECK

blood thirsty; Lincoln by 50-34.

Friendship.

Write or Telephone

The Camden Mustangs keep
their faint title hopes alive for
another week: Camden 49- Thom
aston 32.

1044 or 770

Wiscasset vs Lincoln Academy

Camden vs Thomaston

63-aw

50-36.

After their mauling at the hands
of Boothbay the Eagles will be

Rockland JV vs Morse JV

The Courier-Gazette

Boothbay slows up on a large
floor but Waldoboro’s won’t be
large enough. The Indians by

Mrs. Lena Miller of Bath and
Mrs. Arthur Creamer and daugh
ter of Dutch Neck was supper
guests of Mrs. Eldora Gross Satur
day.
Mrs. Eldora Gross spent last
week with her granddaughter Mrs.
Eben Wallace and family at the
Village.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Condon and
Miss Esther Genthner of Thomas
ton were callers at Melvin Genthner’s Saturday ' night,
Charles Genthner was a Rock
land visitor Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Foster and
children visited her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Eugley at West
Waldoboro Sunday.
Harry W. Creamer visited one
day last week with Mr. and Mrs.
Clinton Gross at Dutch Neck.
Mrs. Myra Richards of Friendship
spent the week-end with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genth
ner and family.
Mrs. Alcada Genthner are visit
ing her aunt Mrs. Pearl Delano at

SCHOOL NOTICE

245 MAIN ST
11-23

THS High Ranks

Four Thomaston High School
students attained ranks of all A’s
according to the honor roll released
Wednesday by
Principal Clyde
Hatch. They are: Joan Edwards,
Senior; Faustina Gushee and Ar
thur Strout, Juniors and Rae Clark,
a Sophomore.
Students getting B or better in
their studies include: Seniors, Ro
berta Mayo, Sylvia Harjula and
Reynold Brooks.

Due to present demand for
trained office help, advanced
students (with previous com
mercial training) will be accept
ed any Monday—Day School
Classes.

TEL. 148

they were shooting poorly, only five
points being added, while Union
was putting on its closing surge.
Score: Union <50)—Goff 1 (1);
Grinnell 4 (3); Payson 10; Day
2 F Austin 4, Newbert (3); How_rd (1), Barker.
Thumaston (40)—Ward 2 (4);
Sawyer 6 (2); Gordon 5 (Mac
Farland 1 (1), Jamieson; Moody
2 (li.

Four All A’s On Honor Roll
With 29 Rating B Grades
and Above For Period

The baby Tigers haven’t copped
a decision in a long time and
probably won’t start here; Morse
JV 48-Rockland JV 36.

ROCKLAND SCHOOL
OF COMMERCE

luck until the hali which found
the teams knotted at 23 all.
Dennis Sawyer and Flash Gor
don hit well for the home team in
the third period while Union’s
Payson and Gordon Grinnell were
matching them basket for basket
and the end saw Union ahead by
36-35.
Thomaston’s passing became er
ratic again in the last quarter and

PICK IHE WINNER CONTEST

ily of Burkettville were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lindon Lawson and family.
There will be an auction at Ma
ple Grange Thursday night, Jan.
24. Each one bring something to
auction. Also refreshments will be
served.
Dinner guests Saturday night of
Mr and Mrs. Lavander Newbert
were Mr. and Mrs Joe Jameson
and daughter Alcy and Judson
Benner.
Rockland vs Morse
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Weaver
I hope the Tigers come through
and two daughters of Washington but there is no room for sentiment
spent Saturday evening with Mr. where the batting average is con
and Mrs Lavander Newbert.
cern so it will be Morse by 56-49.

SOCIAL ITEMS
APPRECIATED

Did you ever see a basket made from this angle? The ball Is Just
sinking in the Thomaston basket ir. this shot of the Union-Thomaston
game. Also framed In the basket are Union's Gordon Grinnell and
Flash Gordon of Thomaston. Marshall Payson of Union was the shotmaker on this occasion.

Juniors: Virginia Frankowski,
Elinor Glidden.
Eloise Harjula,
Martha Jack, Pauline Keizer. Gail
Treat, Gwendolyn Thornton and
Luree Wotton.
Sophomores: Lawrence Brooks,
I,eroy Fetteroli, Louise Jones, Kay
Keizer and Janice Putnam.
Freshmen: Donna Carroll, Ra
mona Crute, Lois Delano, Anita
Kalloch, GeVald Harjula, Jane Ifemy. Dennis Sawyer, Ronald Jamie
son. Shirley Makie, Linwood Moody,
Rosalie Montgomery, Gwendolyn
Sawyer and Jean Olson.

Happiness in this world depends
chiefly on the ability to take things
as they come.

Legal Notice
TOWN OF ST. GEORGE
Spruce Head, Me,
January 19, 1952.
To the Selectmen,
Town of St. George, Me :
I, Edgar Post, petition the se
lectmen for the privilege to build
and maintain a weir, the location
of which is described below:
The weir to be located southerly
of Slens Island in Seal Har
bor, with a leader extending south
erly 300 ft. from the island, a sec
ond leader extending from the ex
tremity of the first northeasterly
350 ft. and a third leader extend
ing northwesterly from the extrem
ity of the first leader, 300 ft. The
entire weir with pocket not tq ex
ceed 900 ft. from the island.
Sincerely,
Edgar M. Post.
NOTICE

Notice is hereby given that the
selectmen will meet at the office of
Selectmen, Town of St. George, on
Jan. 31. 1952. at 7:30 P. M.
All persons interested will please
be present and show cause, if any,
why the prayer of the petitioner
should not be granted.
Given under our hands this 23d
day of January, 1952.
Joseph C. Robinson, Jr.
Henry L. Bryant,
Selectmen, Town of St. George.
11-lt

SZ/r

THE TIRES

YOU NEED NOW
And Pay as Little as

BITLER CAR «
HOME SUPPLY
470 Main St
' Rockland, Me.
Tel. 677

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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KIPPY KARNIVAL KREWS NAMED

Tiger Jayvees Win Over Vinaihaven Crew

Appleton Honors Crosby 39, CHS 31
Seven Awarded A Rank In Upriver Team’s Surge In the
North County School
Closing Period Tripped
Booth Chairman For Karnival Sideshow,
Mustangs Tuesday
The second ranking period ol
Special Project Selected This Week
the year at Appleton High School The Camden High Mustangs lad
The booth chairmen for the
Kippy Karnival were elected this
week. Sophomore chairmen are:
Roll-Em, Roger Grindell. Minia
ture golf, Terry Economy and Ed
ward Baxter.
Candied apples,
Helen Ranta. Do-Do, Paul Mer
riam. Pop corn, John Black.
Junior chairmen are: Homemade
articles, Marilyn Seavey, Barbara
Kaler. Hot dogs. Charlotte Brack
ett and Peggy Grispi Darts, Mil-

i

ton Glad and David Aultshuler.
Freshmen chairmen are: Ice
cream, Joan Duncan. Obstacle
golf. Edward Sleeper. Bowling,
Richard Von Dolan. Tea room,
Nancy Packard. Weight guessing,
Ruth Whitman. Bean bag, David
Philbrook.
Senior chairmen are: Hamburg,
Ann Reid Nail driving, Bill Coi
ley. Baseball, Bill McLoon Soda,
Dale Knight.
Fortune, Marcia
Lindquist.

Take Rocklanders 37-30 In
Game On Waldoboro Court
To Even the Series

finds Principal Ernest Ratten re ed badly in the last period of their
leasing a list of seven students who | game with Crosby at Camden
earned all As in their courses for Tuesday night and dropped behind
the period.
to lose 39-31.
Listed as top students are : Louise The home team had led for three
Grinnell, Evelyn Carleton. Nancy quarters by spreads of 11-10: 21-11;
Stark, Lucille Jackson,
Beverly and 28-26. However, in the final
Meservey, Delight Nickerson and session they scored only three
Robert Maddocks.
points while Crosby began to pierce
Appleton is the first school in a previously baffling Mustang de
the area to report its honor roll fense and won going away.
for the period.
Ronnie Banks of Camden had
game high of 12 with Harvey of
It's next to impossible to keep a
Crosby next at 11. The loss was the
bright person in the dark.
second to Crosby. Belfast also won
the JV game by 53-42. Score:
Belfast 139> Harvey 4 (3); Smith,'
Lefond 3, Beard; Kapiloff 1 (1),
Nickerson 2 (1); Greenlaw < 1);
' Carr 3, Brown 2 (3)
j Camden (31) Wheaton 1 (2). I
I Heald 2; Murch; Baaks 4 (4); Giffin 1 (5); Green 3.

j

EngiandM

Green And White
Vinalhaven's first organized basketball squad with a regular schedule in many years. The crew visited
Rockland this week and have been to other schools away from their island home during the season. A
green team, they show plenty of fight and are learning the game fast under Coach Chester Kennedy. In
front are. left to right Harold Davis. Jack Tupper, John Arey. Bruce Keluiik and manager Ken Holbrook.
Standing are: Peter Williams. Paul Chilles, Jack Carl sen, Clarence Conway, Paul Hopkins, and Coach Ken
nedy. Missing from the picture hut un the squad are Ernest Gilchrist. Ira Peterson and co-manager
cheer- , Valois Young.

High Cheerleaders
Add Color To Games In
Their New Costumes

Junior

Rockland Junior High
leaders recently appeared in new
outfits of white blouses, green
skirts and white sneakers. They
make a snappy appearance on the
| court as they cheer on the players.
In the cheering squad are:
Joyce Black. Barbara Whitehill,
Ruth Williamson, Sylvia Mackie,
Betty Williamson, Janette Cum
mings.
Helen Doherty, Nancy Griffith.
Betty Pacifici, Barbara Brazier,
Betty Withee and Helen Hart.

Get Official Entry Blanks at

BAKERY COUNTER
18 Admiral T-V 21 inch Consoles
Will Also Be Awarded to Winners

SUPtR MARKCT

MlTSVIUt -

This is a Talent Contest Not a Guessing
Game or Lucky Number Contest.
Get
Particulars From Entry Blanks.

National Orange
59c
Week

Extra M.aty

Turkeys

Li

6.»u.a».

DRAWN READY FOR THE OVEN is 79c
Tender - Young Pig - Poik to Roast

Chine End Lb 53c

Babi Juice-Tree Ripened - Juice Size

L8 43c

ueR.o6NL

Pork Loins
Pest Center Cut

Pork Chops

69C

lb

ORANGES2

49c

Florida - Large Size
Ready to Eat - Face End Lb 69c

Cooked Hams

5hf°„:k

59c

lb

Tangerines

Native Milk Fed

Native McIntosh

A to 6 LB Ave

Fowl

49c Apples

lb

LB 69c

DRAWN READY TO COOK
Fancy Young Plump Native

Ducklings tr7hn. c"d„y For

Florida - Good Size

59c Grapefruit

lb

Andy Boy Pascal

Delightful Oven or Pot Roast

Chuck Roast

4 F0R 29c
L6E

u 75c Celery

Bon> Id

Leap, Rindlees. Sugar Cured

Fiim Luscious Pipe

Sliced Bacon

lb

49 c Tomatoes

lb

65c

CELLO

PKG

Fresh Ground Lean Eeef

Hamburger

Native Blut Hubbard

Squash

Haddock Fillets

F,,,h

lb

LI

49c

I QT 14 FI. oi
CAN

2 CANS 31 C

Finest Orange and Grapefruit

CAN

AUC

OO

1 L9 I o.
CANS

2
Baked Beans 2

Rockland — Secretary Nathan
Fuller of the Chamber of Com
merce spoke to Mr. Hybels’ Prob,
, _
_
|cm.s of Democracy class Tuesday
on labor and industry in Rockland.

OO _
uvv

done by Constance

47c

2'£i"31c
'%“19c

All Green Cuts and Tips

Asparagus

CAN

25c

Finest - Sliced in Heavy Syiup

IL8l3oi
CAN

OO —

UvC
Peaches
"orJLr Prices effective st 115 Main St.. Thomasto a-12 Central St., Rockport—29 Main St, Camden

_ ______________

We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

F'

FIRST

NATIONAL

STORES

Public Hearing on the following
application for a license to sell
spiritous and vinous liquors will be
held In the City Council Room,
City Building. January 28, 1952 at
8.00 r. M.
V. F. w. POST NO. 2499, INC.
201 Main Street
Rockland, Maine

GERALD V. MARGESON

The Waldoboro girls stayed
ahead
of
visiting
Rockland
throughout to grab a 37-30 win
Tuesday afternoon.
The winners used a slow paced,
deliberate offensive with Elinor
Eugley topping the scorers at 14.
followed by Violet Maxwell at 12.
The win evened the series at one
apiece as Rockland had taken a
two-point win previously at Rock
land.'
Josie Soboleski led the losers with
10 points, followed by Gloria Bohn
and Jeannine Leach, who had nine.
The visiting sextette remained
close in a 12-9 first period but fad
ed steadily thereafter; it was 22-12
at half-time and 33-18 after three
quarters. The win probably assures
Waldoboro of the second place
spot in the girls’ division.
Score: Waldoboro (37): Max
well 5 (2), Jones 1; Eugley 6 (2),
Wade 1 (1); Colwell 3; O6ler,
Sukeforth, Moody, Hilton.
Rockland (301: Leach 3 (3), Bill
ings 1; Soboleski 5; Bohn 4 (1);
Galiano,
Hutchinson.
Ilvonen,
Porter, Burns.

Home Ec On Tour

Rockland Freshman Girls In
Child Care Group Visit
Benner Hill Classes
Miss Small took her Freshman
home economics class to visit Ben
ner Hill School on Jan. 17. The
class is doing a unit on child care
and visited the school to observe
the children ol different ages.
Those who made the trip are
Donna Kenny, Margaret Sawyer,
Gloria Hooper. Celia Crie, Carolyn
Bray, Irma
Carvarson, Jackie
Thompson, Eleanor Snowman, Ma
ry St Peter and Marjorie Bettis.

Supporting Tigers

Rockland Students Follow
Basketball Players On
Out Of Town Trips
New Step Taken To Train Juniors For
Publishing Task In Senior Year
The Juniors at Waldoboro High
are getting an early start in the
year book problems which will face
them next year as Seniors. They
have elected the staff of the 1953
school yearbook in order that they
may train this year with the Sen
iors.
The system is expected to produce
experienced staffs each year, also
giving the Seniors assistants in
their work of publishing the book.
Sylvia Thompson has been appointed the Junior representative
to the staff of this year’s book.
I

Editor chosen for next year's
book is Richard Schofield with Al
ice Osier as assistant editor.
Others on the Junior staff are:
Donald Day. busiess manager with
Richard Wilshire and Violet Max
well destined to handle sports.
Donna Dawson will be literary
editor with Alcy Jameson serving as
club editor. Joke editor will be
Eleanor Farnham and the alumni
editor. Kenneth Kuhn.
Photography will be cared for by
Nancy Eugley and art by Bill Johnson. Assigned to cover the Senior
activities is Shelia Benner.

V. H. S. EXILE STAFF NAMED
Cameron

Rae

Editor

Of

Vinaihaven

High Publication Due Out In Spring

Others on the island year book
staff are; Garrath Oakes, ’52. Sen
ior editor; Doris Skoog, ’53, Junior
editor, Judith Clayter, ’54, Sopho
more editor. Betsy Kelwick. ’55.
freshman editor, Edith Coombs. '52
personal editor, Dorothy Philbrook
’52. alumni editor, Bruce Kelwick,
’52, activities editor, Timothy Lane
’53, joke editor.

The Rockland High School bas
ketball team has had very good
support this year. On last Friday
night, a bus carried many High
School students to Brunswick to
see their team triumph over
Brunswick.
The expense of the trip was
borne partly by the students. A
fudge sale will be held to defray
the balance of the expense. Ar
rangements were in charge otf
George Hooper.
Those malting the trip were: Es
telle Sayward, Edward Baxter,
Patty Pease. Marjorie Hart, Rich
ard Hanley, Terry Economy. Leo
Martel, Helen Ranta,
Donald Webber. Carolyn Bray,
Mary Nichols, Joan Duncan, Rich
ard Phillips, Patty Achom, Ann
Greene, Patricia Bisbee. Marilyn
Tracy. George Hooper, Dorothy
Keefe. Peggy Grispi, Dorothy Mol
loy, Marilyn Seavey, Christine
Roberts,
Lanta Preston, Mary Kent, Joyce
Fuller, Edward Hanson, and Carol
Kent.
Chaperones were Miss
Small and Miss Norwood.

Benner Hill School
Mrs. Nelson

Dennis Simmons, Arthur Kiskila
and Donald Barter have returned to
school.
George Grover selected books
from the Public Library for our
reading table.
We wish to thank George Russell
for the large school bell brought by
Dana Irving.
Jeanne Call is leader of opening
It is thought now freshments were served by Miss was held Tuesday morning after exercises.

is completed.
that least one game will be played
there this season.

Rockland—In Miss Brown’s room
this week the geography class be
gan a new project "The Use Of
Grazing Lands in the United States
and the Pasture Lands of South
America.”
Vinaihaven — The Vinaihaven
boys’ and girls' teams played the
Islesboro teams Friday on the Vi
naihaven court. These were two of
the most evenly matched and ex
citing games of the season. The Vi
naihaven boys won 41-39, while
the girls’ game ended in a tie 40-40.

Richmond Red Ripe

Tomatoes

'53 BOOK STAFF CH05EN AT WHS

held Tuesday night.
The
Ralph Hooper have charge of the teachers wall judge the contest,
The Exile of Vinaihaven High Sophomore will handle the busi
bulletin board this week. On the which will be held Monday, Jan.
School is in the making once more ness affairs of the publication.
board appears an excellent drawing 28 in the auditorium.

Richmond - Medium Size

Sweet Peas

16-4; 20-11 and 34-13. The entire
JV squad saw service during the
afternoon Three of them. Dave
Deshon, John Bird, and John
Grindle, had eight points apiece.
For Vinaihaven, Davis and Hopkins
were high with six each.
Score: Rockland JV ' 48 > De
shon 4. Black, Kenniston; Dorr 2,
Bird 4. Pease. McLain 1 (1); Alex
1. Grindle 4; Flanagan 2 (2), Han
ley 1, Freeman 1; Coakley 2,
Brackett, Lunt.
Vinaihaven (19): Williams, Con
way 1; Davis 3. Chilles; Kelwick
1 (1), Arey; Hopkins 3; Carlson,
Tupper 1.

Rockland—Rosalie Halligan and were

Finest Oven L aked Pea, Yellow Eye, Red Kidney

'cans01

little whether or not they will want
to show parents the results.

Rockland—Mrs. Clara Emery,
president of the local W.C.T.L wa
p
a caller at Junior High School re
cently. Preliminary pi ns are be
Union—About $30 was raised at ing formulated toward a speaking
the card party Saturday night ' cont^t to be held at a later date
sponsored by the Union Lions Club
Thomaston — The T.H.S. Band
The money will go towards fur
will past on a concert Jan. 30.
nishing the
new Community
Rockland—Mr. Grant, Mrs. Pitts,
Building.
1 and Mr Plummer represented the
Rockland—Ann Leavitt of Wal
Rockland Teachers" Association in
doboro spent last Thursday visit
Thomaston Tuesday night when
ing Junior High School.
Clyde Russell of Augusta spoke on
Rockport—Juniors are hard at “Matters Of Interest To Local As
work on the Seaside Wonderland sociations.”
Carnival which, is scheduled to
Thomaston—The semi-finals for
show March 27. 28, and 29.
Junior Prize Speaking Contest

Rockland—Senior Problems of
Democracy classes have just com-

Finest Fancy Goken Cream Style

Maine Corn

day.

Thomaston-—The Junior Class
Rockport—Exams were held last
had a very successful supper Sat
week.
Many are waiting rank
urday night and they wish to
cards and wondering more than a
thank all those who contributed.

Appleton—In addition to its reg
ular schedule, the AUS. teams
are meeting the town teams the
night of Monday, Jan. 28, in a
game for the benefit of the March
of Dimes.

Finest Fancy Whole Segments

I LB 4oi

pleted study of the insurance field.

This year, the school annual will
be guided to press by Editor-InChief Cameron Rae with Ann Web
ster as the associate editor.
Phyllis B. Ross of the faculty'
will serve in the capacity of advis!
were shown lo the Junior High
Union—Measurements are being or to the student publishers.
Kenneth Holbrook of the Class
pupils this week: “First Aid Care made in the new gym for backIn Minor Wounds,” and “History boards and baskets so that they of '54 and Clarence Conway, also a
Of the American Square Dance." may be put up as soon as the floor

Finest Fancy Eastern Quality

Citrus Salad

Vinaihaven High invaded the group of fairly big boys who were
mainland Tuesday and dropped a willing and tried hard However,
48-19 decision to the Rockland the unfamiliar, large floor, plus
their more experienced opponents
High Jaycee team
proved too much for them. Con
Coach Kennedy brought over a
sidering the fact that this is their
first year of playing an organized
basketball schedule, they showed
as well as could be expected.
Rockland led all the way by

Itocldand—Teachers on noon i
duty last week were Mrs. Viik. Mr.
Thomaston—The Seniors are re Thompson and Miss Small. The
hearsing the minstrel show, which teachers on noon duty this week
will be held at Watts’ hall, Feb. 6. are Mrs. Coughlin, Mr. Barnard .
Rockland—Two educational films and Mr Daley.

2 Big Weeks-Jan. 27-Feb. 2

Grapefruit

Season,

Showed Well On Tuesday Afternoon

Assisting them have been insur
ance men Philip Bailey of Kos k
Rockland—A spelling bee in ■ land and Virgil Jackson of Cam
Room 8 was won by Constance den. Robert Gardner reported on
an interview with his father. Henry
Rave recently.
A. Gardner, a Rockland represen
Rockport—The cheerleaders are tative of Prudential Insurance
sporting new maroon and white Company.
outfits with full pleated skirts. The
Rockland—Marion Cole substi
uniforms were purchased by the
tuted
in Miss Brown's room Thurs
Senior class.

of a horse,
Raye.

Canned Foods
Value Days!
Tomato Juice

First Organized

Islanders, In

NOTES FROM ALL SCHOOLS
I'nion — Sylvia Farris, a last
year’s graduate. Is on the Dean's
List at the University of Maine.

Lassies Win

Norwood and Miss Small.

the regular assembly program.......

Vinaihaven—The Home Econom
Waldoboro—Friday night, Waldo
ics Club held a meeting Friday at boro girls went to Thomaston. This
the school. Mrs. Calderwood de
was a league game and another
monstrated how to make taffy.
Everyone took part in pulling it. win for Waldoboro, 30-26. In some
places, the score was too close for
Waldoboro — Wednesday night, comfort. Waldoboro’s high scorer of
Jan. 16 the girls varsity team this game was Violet Maxwell with
played basketball with Union at 15 points. "Bobby” Mayo was high
Waldoboro. The local girls lost for Thomaston with 13 points.
41-32. High scorer lor the game
Rockland—David
Moody and
was Waldoboro's Elsie Eugley. with
Virginia McPhee have re--entered
21 points. Union's high scorer was
Grade 8.
June Carroll with 17 points.

Waldoboro—Plans are also in the
Rockland—Mrs. Leavitt of the
making for the Junior Prom which
Junior High faculty, was guest
Waldoboro — The Junior Red speaker at a club meeting at the is scheduled for April 4.
Cross Council held a meeting Fri Methodist Church in Union re
Rockland—Ihe boys’ Junior High
day moming. It was decided that cently. Her subject was "Japan.” basketball squad has won four
the students of the high school
Waldoboro—The Senior class has straight games this year.
would be asked to bring in Christ chosen candidates for the D.A.R. !
Waldoboro—The
Junior Clan
mas cards for use in the Children’s
Citizenship Award. The girls are: will sponsor a Square Dance, on
Hospitals. A check for $2 has been
Nancy Moody, Elaine Hilton and March 7.
presented to the council by the Lo
Betty McNally. The faculty will
cal Red Cross. This check will be
now choose the girl they think
used to buy materials for the mak
most deserving of the award.
ARTESIAN WELLS
ing of nut cups for Togus for Val
LEWIS
HERBERT & SON
Rockland — The Tigers meet
entines Day.
Morse on the Shipbuilders’ home
DRILLERS SINCE 1912
Rockland—The faculty met Wed
court in Bath Friday night.
Islesboro
Tel. Dark Hbr 74-1

City Clerk. nesday
8-Th-ll

in

the

home

economics

rooms of the McLain SchooL Be- •

Rockland, Senior Claw meeting.

The reason for a lot of juvenile
delinquency is because the parents’
education has been sadly neglected.
The road to success is crowded
with women pushing their hus
bands along.

SfMPtCAS

Always
'Buy Cains
FOR QUALITY

FACTORY ENGINEERED
PARTS
For All Chrysler Make Cars
Dodge-Plymouth-Chrystor
DeSoto
Also Dodge Job-Rated
Track Parts

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
515 MAIN ST.
55-tf

ROCKLAND
1-tf
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Clement Speaks
THOMASTON

ROCKPORT

Newi and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be tent
or telephoned to
MBS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3

MRS NANCY I. COMPTON
Correspondent
Tel. Camden 2050

Belfast Banker Addresses
Camden-Rockport C-C
Tonight

Two motion pictures will be
Mrs. Prances Jordan received a
telephone call from her sister. Cpl shown in the Federated Church
Nance Check, who is stationed at Sunday evening at 7 o’clock. The
titles are ''East of Suez,” and
Osaka. Japan, Sunday night.
"Beautiful Upon A Hill.”
Pythian Circle will meet at the
Mrs.
Patricia Whitney and
home of Mrs Junetta Kalloch to
night 7 o'clock Games will be en daughter Cheryl were in Portland
Saturday.
joyed during the evening
Walter Marr was honored at a
The Life We Praise will be gen birthday party given recently at
eral theme of a discussion group, home Guests invited were Mr and
which will hold its first meeting in Mrs Anson Pryor, Mr and Mrs.
the vestry of the Federated Church Loring Jordan. Mrs. Walter Marr.
Friday night. 7 o'clock. All in Donna Williams. Sandra Crockett.
terested are welcome
Linda and Russell Jordan. Ruth
Mrs. Adelle Roes attended a and Walter Marr. Jr., and Oscar
luncheon at the Eastland Hotel. Williams.
Portland. Saturday.
Mrs. Jean
Post Nuptial Shower
Dube accompanied her at the
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wotton
luncheon.
were honored guests at a surprise
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Tabbutt post-nuptial shower given recently
entertained Sunday at a family at their home, given by Donna
dinner party, the occasion being Sylvester and Mrs. Eloise Marr
Mrs. Tabbutts birthday. Present They received many nice gifts.
were: Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Tabbutt Guests invited were: Mrs. Leon
and children, Pamela and Gregg of Wotton of Warren, Mr. and Mrs.
Winthrop. Irving Sawyer. Mr. and David Achorn, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Mrs. Russell Tabbutt and daugh Ludwig. Jr., of Waldoboro. Mrs.
ters. Betty Lou and Sally. In the Sadie Foster, Charles Jones, Mrs.
evening Mrs. Albena Taft and Effie Pryor, Mrs Francis Jordan.
Raymond Hamilton and Mrs. Rich Donna, Jerry and Austin Syl
ard Lowell were guests.
vester.

Mr and Mrs. Harold Buzzell of
New York are spending 18 days va
cation at their farm at Simonton's
Comer
Mr and Mrs Maynard Ingraham.
Jr., are visiting relatives in Wal
tham, Mass., for a few days.
Gilbert Osmond is a patient in a
Bangor Hospital.
Albert Rhodes is confined to his
home by illness.
Parker Wadsworth and George
Gray. Jr., were in Portland Wed
nesday where they had their phy
sicals for the U. S. Army.
Rockport Health Council will hold
a meeting Jan. 30 at the home of
Mrs. Dorothy Hamalainen. West
Rockport.
A meeting wife held Monday af
ternoon at the home of Mrs. Louise
Farnham for the purpose of form
ing a Methodist Church Junior
Choir. The choir will be under the
direction of Mrs. John Larson. At
tending the first meeting were
Sandy and Jimmy Graffam, Rich
ard Sims, Sandal Erickson. Marita
Erickson and Stuart and Clement
Farnham.

cared for a bird, found to be a
Meadow Lark, which had entered
through the door with her as she
reutrned at noon from school. It
did not appear to be injured but
suffered from the severe snows.
This was quite unusual as these
birds do not Winter as far north
as Maine, but sometimes do in
southern New England. Mrs. Smith
read several articles on birds na
tive to these parts, Mrs. Arey as
sisting with interpretations and
imitations. This was much enjoyed
by all. The remainder of the eve
ning was passed with various forms
or handiwork.

Last Friday, Larkin Thorndike.
Mrs. Margaret Carver, Mrs. Doro
thy Bennett, and Leslie Heath
went to Togus, where the latter
remained for observation at the
Veterans' Hospital.
Mrs. Mildred Thorndike visited
her mother, Mrs. Annie Webster,
Friday, at Cooper's Mills.
Mrs. Josie Robbins visited her
uncle, Harvey Mooers at Washing
ton Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Watts visi
ted Saturday with his daughter,
Mrs. Harold Brayley in Burnham,
and with his son-in-law, Harold
Brayley, who is critically- ill in
Hartland.
Grace Watts spent Saturday with
her aunt, Mrs. Minnie Jones, at
East Union.
Mrs. Roscoe McFarland of Cam
den spent Tuesday with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs Ralph Rob
bins.
Mrs Edith Willis went to Dor
chester, Mass.. Wednesday to stayseveral weeks with her sister. Mrs
Millicent Spencer, who is ill.
The South Hope post office will
be discontinued Jan. 31 Mail will
be delivered by the R.F.D. from
Union.

Claude F Clement. Belfast bank
er, chairman of the agricultural
committee of the Maine Bankers'
Association, will address the mem
bers of the Camden-Rockport
Chamber of Commerce at 7.30 to
night at the Congregational Parish
House
The subject of his talk will be "A
Businessman Looks at Maine Agri
culture Today." it is announced by
C. of C President David A Nich
ols, who will preside at the meeting
Mr Clement has just been hon
ored by the University of Maine
for his servioe to 4-H Clubs in
Maine.
The meeting has been arranged
by the program committee of the
Chamber, Alexander Gillmor. Wil
liam R. Kelley and Richard H. L.
Sexton, and emphasizes one of the
projects of this organization; to
promote closer relations between
farming and business interests in
this area.

WARREN
ALENA L. STARRETT

Correspondent
Telephone 49

SOUTH HOPE
■ ■

VINALHAVEN
MRS ALLIE LANE
Correspondent
Telephone 85

At Union Church last Sunday,
those attending the services were
given a stamp book containing a
place for each of the twelve sermon
stamps from which the pastor. Rev
W. S. Stackhouse will preach dur
ing the following 12 weeks. Next
Sunday the first stamp will be giv
en at the morning service. It will
bear the picture of Abraham, the
subject will be "Abraham the Be
liever." and the text “Abraham Be
lieved In God." The pastor will
preach on the same subject. Every
one is asked to be present next
Sunday at the opening of the
Winter Crusade.
Lewis Higgins of Malden, Mass.,
was guest Monday and Tuesday at
“The Millers.”
Friends will be glad to learn that
Lawrence Davidson son of Mr. and
Mrs. Alec Davidson who has been
a patient at Knox Hospital. Rock
land the past six weeks, returned
Saturday to his home here and is
making a satisfactory gain in
health. He was accompanied by his
mother.
Percy Barter returned Monday
from Boothby where he visited his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Percy Bar
ter. Sr., for several days.
Miss Dorothy Holbrook of Pal
merton Penn., is the guest of Mrs
Vera Johnson at the Down Easter
Inn.
Mrs Max Conway was hostess to
the Mother and Daughter Club,
Monday at her home on Atlantic
avenue. The afternoon was plea
santly passed with sewing. Supper
was served at 6 o’clock and the
evening devoted to cards.

Volunteer Blood Donors

Walter Loker. Chief LaboratoryTechnician of Knox County Hospi
tal, spoke to the Vinalhaven Com
munity Health Council and its
guests, a group of residents who
have volunteered to become blood
donors, at Vinalhaven on Januarynth in connection with the Coun
cil's program of community-wide
blood typing which is being offered
free of charge.
Mr. Loker explained the impor
tance of giving to those who need
blood their particular type of
blood. If the patient's type is not
known it must be determined before
a donor can be selected, and in the
case of emergencies this can cause
serious delay. He gave enthusiastic
support of the Council's program
and urged that everyone, since no
one can tell when they may need
blood, take advantage of the free
service—not only those who wish
to volunteer to give blood when it
is needed.
Mr Loker brought with him some
of the materials used in laboratory
testing and typing of blood and
demonstrated the techniques. He
also explained the methods by
which diseased blood is ruled out
and the elaborate system of cross
Birthday Club Meets
checking used to insure that there
Mrs. Leola Smith entertained the are no errors in the typing so that
Birthday Club at her home Friday both the physician and patient may
evening. The members enjoyed a have confidence in transfusions.
baked bean supper with homemade
Mr. Loker explained that whole
rolls, salad and pie. The table in its blood has been found to far more
attractive setting centered a group effective than plasm., but it is only
ing of white candles with a black recently that it has been practi
and white vested penguin at the cable to use it. Plasma was widelybase, this proved later to be quite used for the reason that it could be
in keeping with the topic for dis stored for long periods whereas
course. Mrs. May Tolman read an fresh, whole blood must be used
original poem written by one of within 21 days and the fresher it
the members. A vocal solo by Mrs. is the more effective it is. The solv
Leon Arey was enjoyed followed by ing of the problems of refrigeration
piano duets by Mrs. Smith and and air transport of whole blood to
Mrs. Louise Anderson. The subject the battlefields of Korea have been
of discussion was Birds of America, overcome and account for the low
referring to an edition by the Au percentage of battle mortalities
dubon Societies. Miss Nancy Adams, : there as compared with World War
a fifth grade pupil had recently II. Because of the 21-day limit of
effectiveness of who>e blood, and
the advantages of using fresh blood,
Mr. Loker wholeheartedly supports
the Vinalhaven Community Health
Council’s plan which consists of
ta) blood typing of all residents
and (b) maintaining up to date
lists of those willing to contribute
blood when the need for it arises,
j He pointed out that a “walking
blood bank” such as this made pos
sible ideal conditions for transfus
ing fresh whole blood.

Island, the son of Edward and
Georgiana Quinn. He passed his
youth at Eagle Island, after his
marriage he went to North Haven
where he had made his home for
a long period of years, and where
he was a partner in the weir busi
ness with Pnilip Brown for a time.
About three years ago he came to
Vinalhaven where he purchased a
home on School street, and has fol
lowed the occupation of fishing.
He is survived by his wife, Lena,
one son Ivan and a brother Clif
ford Quinn of Eagle Island. Funeral
services were held Tuesday after
noon at The Headley Funeral
Home on Pleasant street. Rev. W.
S. Stackhouse officiating.
Rev.
Mr, Merriman of North Haven off
ered prayer. There were manybeautiful floral tributes, testimon
ials of esteem and affection. Inter
ment was in the Cummings ceme
tery The bearers w-ere Harry
Your? Arnold
Barton, Murray
Eon’rins, and Frank Sampson. Les
ter Sherer. Alton Calderwood of
North Haven. Friends and relatives
from out of town to attend the ser
vices were Mr. and Mrs. James
Quinn of Sunset, Mr and Mrs.
Earl Brown of Eagle Island, Mr.
and Mrs Daland Brown, James
and Benson Brown, Mrs. Leigh
Witherspoon.
Stephen
Wither
spoon, Mr and Mrs. Donald With
erspoon, Corydon Brown, Arlene
Brown, Stanley Quinn, Mrs. Lucy
Morrison, Mrs. Elsie Brown, Den
nis Brown, Elmer Carver, Lester
Sherer, Mr. and Mrs. Alton Cal
derwood, Frank Waterman, Frank
Sampson, William Hopkins, EmeryHopkins, Mrs. Kenneth Gillis, Rev.
Mr. Merriman of North Haven.
Clifford Quinn, Phillip Raynes. Er
land Quinn and Marion Howard of
Camden.

Miss Augusta Healey left Tues
day for Jacksonville. Fla., where she
will visit for a few weeks with her
brother, and his family, Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Healey and son
James Frank. She was accompanied
by Mrs. Kathryn Tucker of Thom
aston. who will also pass a few
weeks in Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee W. Walker re
turned home Monday from Laconia,
N. H.. where they had been guests
of Dr. and Mrs Douglas Walker
and family for several days.
Mrs. Richard Howard accom
panied by Mrs Lindley Wiley mo
tored Monday to Bath where they
were callers on mVs. Idis Bracy,
mother of Mrs Howard.
The third in a series of dances,
under the auspices of the Warren
Lion's Club, will be given at Glov
er Hall, Friday night, proceeds for
the central heating project at
Glover Hall.
I
Week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Starrett, were Mrs. Katherine
Stanhope and Kenneth Starrett of
Portland.
Douglas Bowley is at his home
here convalescing from a tonsilectomy performed last week at the
Thayer Hospital, Waterville.
Mrs. Percy Bowley was a recent
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Fitch in Waterville.
Volunteers for the school hot
lunch program next week are: Jan.
28. Mrs. Alfred Wyllie; Jan. 29. [
Mrs Edwin Boggs; Jan. 30. Mrs
Leland Philbrook; Jan. 31, Mrs,
Albert Mank, Jr.; and Feb. 1. Mrs.
Irvin Gammon
A meeting of the Warren Pub
lic Health Committee will be held :
at 2 p. m. next Tuesday at the
home of Mrs. Frederick Richards
Mrs. Philip Simmons has been
passing a few days in Stetson, her
mother, Mrs. William Lawrence,
still ill.
Thomas Wildey Night will be
observed Monday evening by Mys
tic Rebekah Lodge, the observance
in charge of Mrs. Eleanore Perkins,
Refreshments after the meeting,
will be served by the following

LIONS’
BENEFIT DANCE

Glover Hall, Warren
FRIDAY EVENING
JANUARY 25
Myrtle Wheeler's Orch.
ENTERTAINMENT
Admission 60c, tax inc.
10-11

TONIGHT!

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON

SUNFLOWER SEED
39c Ib.
STUDLEY
HARDWARE CO.
MAIN ST.,

TEL. 2®

THOMASTON, MAINE

comnutiee, Mrs. Ellen Waisanen,
Mrs Gertrude Starrett, and Mrs.
Chisie Trone.
Lee Calderwood, member of the ;
| Junior class at the New Bedford, i
Mass. Textile Institute, is passing
the week in this town with his
mother, Mrs Freda Calderwood.

GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Eric Larson of Newton, Mass..!
and his father George Larson of
Dorchester. Mass , were guests of
Mrs. Emma Johnson Sunday, Re
tuning Sunday to Massachusetts
they were accompanied by Mrs
Helen Larson who had spent a week
here with her mother. Mrs John- 1
son.
Stork Shower

Mrs. Helen Larson was honor
guest at a stork shower given by her j
mother and sister Mrs. Dorothy j
Jackson at the formers home
Thursday night. Mrs. Larson re
ceived many gifts which were in a
cradle decorated in pink and blue
by Misses Sylvia and Elaine Har-1
jula. The cradle was made for Mrs.
Johnson, first Finnish child born'
here, by her grandfather John Da
vid Hall in 1897. Refreshments of
coffee, sandwiches and cake were
served. The centerpiece was a large
cake made by Mrs. Sylvia Knight
of Thomaston. Around it were cakes
made by Mrs. Lempi Johnson of
Long Cove. Mrs. Arline Drysdale of j
Rockland. Mrs. Dorothy Jackson of I
Buttermilk Lane, Mrs. Lempi Niemi
and Mrs. Signe Stein. Present in
addition to the above mentioned
were Mrs. Esther Lunden, Mrs.
Vieno Foss of Warren, Mrs. Hilma
Johnson and daughter Esther of
Rockland. Mis.
Amanda Maki,
Mrs. Ruth Wooster, Mrs. Vi®lo
Littlefield. Mrs. Velma Beaupre,
Mrs. Ellen Nelson, Mrs. Laura Har
jula and Mrs. Julia Hill of Thom- '
aston, Mrs. Linnea Richardson and
Mrs. Anna Sutela of South Thom- '
aston, Mrs. Ann Erickson. Mrs.
Lyyle Pirttinen, Mrs. Mary Har- 1
jula and daughters Sally and
Cheryl, Mrs. Virginia Niemi, Mrs.
Mildred Harjula, Mrs. Lillian An
derson, Mrs. Grace Carey Mrs.
Gladys Black and Mrs. Jenny An
derson. Unable to attend but send
ing gifts were Mrs. Stella Robin
son, Mrs. Mae Newbert, Mrs. Mae
Merrill. Mrs. Irene Starrett, Mrs.
Grace Risteen. Mrs. Lempi Niemi,
Mrs Alma Duley. Mrs Ruth Knowl
ton and Mrs. Ellen Johnson.

Uncle Sain Says

-74rH0(js£

bonds

There Is a pretty little house on
the banks of the Cumberland river
—the House that Savings Bonds
Bought. A regular Investment tn
II. S. Savings Bonds—now Defense
Bonds—enabled the owners to first
purchase the lot, then to buy a
house, move tt to the site, and re
model tt. Maybe you can’t save as
mueh as they—maybe you can do
better. Whatever the amount, your
systematic saving can be the means
of making your own dreams come
true. Enroll now for the Payroll Sav
ings Plan where you work or the
Bond-A-Month Plan at your hank.

Don’t Let Hodgepodge Of
Leftovers Become Your
Standard Lunch

MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
TEL. 2197

The struggle against high food
prices is turning many women into
"leftover mamas," according to Vic
tor H. Lindlahr, noted hutrition ex
pert.
Most housewives don't bother to
fix decent lunches for themselves,
says Lindlahr in the February
Journal of Living Instead, theyjr
peek into the refrigerator and se
lect whatever leftovers are handy.
They nibble at a tired half of to
mato, a blob of mashed potatos, and
part of last nights pudding. They
feel they're doing the right thing
because food costs money and left
overs shouldn't be wasted.
Such eating, contends Lindlahr,
is no economy, because It costs
more in a woman’s health and en
ergy than the saved money can
make up for. Leftover cooked vege
tables always lose some of their
vitamins, even with proper storage.
They lose even more when they are
reheated. Furthermore, cooked left
overs of any kind tend to fermei.’l
if they are kept around too long.
Some people may be sensitive to
even the earliest stages of the fer
menting process, which explains
why many women who lunch reg
ularly only on leftovers complain
of stomach upsets.
Lindlahr urges that leftover foods
be used Intelligently. Avoid reheat
ing if possible. Combine leftovers
with fresh foods of some kind. In
other words, its all right to use odds
and ends as part of a meal. Make
a real effort to balance the meal,
not just ylean out the refrigerator.
Unless you are willing to become
a "leftover mama” points out the
Journal of Living article, don’t let1,

Mrs Beatrice Brown and daugh
ter Rosalie of Taunton. Mass., and
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Heal and
daughter Brenda of Freeport have
been recent guests of Mr. and Mrs
A. A. Munroe.
There will be a Masonic Assem
bly Thursday night at the Camden
Masonic Hall. The committee in
charge consists of Mr and Mrs. Al
bert Hoffses. Mr and Mrs. How
ard Henderson and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Cain.
The Friday Club will meet Fri
day with Mrs. Lloyd Sykes at her
home on Central street.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Munroe
returned home this week from
Longhome. Penn., where they have
been visiting relatives.
Mrs. Orris Burns. Jr., entertained
recently in honor of the birthdays
of her two sons, Eddie aged five
and Bobby aged four. Birthday
cakes and ice cream clowns were
much enjoyed. Those present were
Mrs. Leland Nickerson of Lincoln
ville, Mrs. Edgar Barrows and chil
dren, Jay, Rosemary, Lois and Jeff
rey, Mrs. Vernon Kenney and
daughter Janice and Jimmy Sim
mons of Rockport, Mrs. Howard
Thomas and daughter Sharon. Mrs.
Elmer Heal and children Jessie and
Elmer, Mrs. Ray Leach and chil
dren Sharon and Jeffrey, Mike
Mathieson, Rose Hansen, Joyce
Eaton. Jimmy Small and Johnny
Burns.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Robbins.
Clair Heal and Mrs. Harriet Mun
roe spent Monday in Portland.
Mrs. Beatrice Clark entertained
at a stork shower at her home on
Sea street in honor of Mrs Eleanor
Dority. Refreshments were served
by the hostess. Those present were:
Mrs. Betty Whitney, Mrs. Elsei
Whitney, Mrs. Evelyn Dean. Miss
Sandra Sprankle, Miss Jessie Joselyn, Miss Lucille Dyer, Miss Doro
thy Potter, Mrs. Dorothy Claes,
Mrs Gertrude Fogg, Mrs Dorothea
Dority. Mrs Dorothy Josselyn, Miss
Joyce Urquhart, Miss Karen Urquhart. Miss Francine Claes, Mrs.
Mray Clark.
Mrs. Ray
Worthen, Camden
chairman of Women's activities for
the March of Dimes has announced
that plans for a March of Dimes
dance in Camden this year have
been cancelled. In place of this the
local committee will assist the
committee In charge of the Fin
nish-American Polio benefit pub
lic dance entertainment to be held
in the Community Building in
Rockland Friday, February 1.
By popular demand Bill Bell, the
Magician will present a repeat per
formance Friday night at 8 o'clock
in the Optra House. This will be in
addition to the afternoon show for
children and adults. The proceeds
of this show will go to the benefit
of the March of Dimes.

WALDO

a hodgepodge of leftovers become
your standard lunch.

Strain-Worry
Getting You Down

Iron-Iodine Starved Blood and
Glands Leave Thousands Feeling
“Only Half-Alive"

If you have been ill, ailing, out of
condition or low-spirited and pos
sibly because you fail to get suffi
cient Vitamins and Iron from the
food you eat. you do not "come
back" as quickly as you should—
you owe it to yourself to get a
bottle of the new Iodine-Iron-Vita
min reconstruction tonic known as
FERRIZAN.
Do not confuse Ferrizan with oldfashioned liquid Iron tonics. Fer
rizan is more than a tonic, it is a
truly modern Dietary Supplement
that, because of its Iodine content,
does infinitely more than either
Iron or Vitamins alone or in com
bination Nerves should be steadier
—eyes brighter—appetite back- •
physically and mentally more alert
—your outlook on life much more
optimistic.
Get gentle FERRIZAN today at

theatre

WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00.

U. S. Treasury Department

Both the jail and poorhouse are
located on the road to easy money.

Camden Theatre
Today Through Sat. Matinee
In Super Cinecolor

"THE MAGIC CARPET''
Lucille Ball. John Agar
With Patricia Medina
Plus Cartoon and Comedy

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
JANUARY 24-25
Spencer Tracy, Pat O’Brien
Diana Lvnn, John Hodiak In
“THE PEOPLE
AGAINST O’HARA”

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY

SATURDAY ONLY

Here's the film that had
to be made and you have
been waiting to see . . .

THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

JANUARY 26
Double Feature
Dirk Powell, Peggy Dow in
“YOU NEVER CAN TELL”
Also on the program
Roy Rogers and "Trigger" in
“SOUTH OF CALIENTE”
With Dale Evans
jg
STARTS SUNDAY
"JAPANESE WAR BRIDE”

ROCKLANP^JjQl

FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

IVWvAWrj

JOHN WAYNE RE-ISSUES

Announcing Our New Tamarack Lodge
KING VIDOR'S

jAMNltt
WWBA/Of

CATERING SERVICE
We will be pleased to cater to your needs any
where within a radius of 50 miles, serving Clubs,
Banquets, Anniversaries, Weddings, Bridge Parties,
Teas or any Festive Occasion, large or small.
The facilities of the Lodge are also available by
appointment with the exception of Tuesday eve
nings.

A Show That is Seldom Seen Outside Metropolitan Centers.
DON’T MISS IT!

Our Regular Luncheon—$1.50
Full Course Dinners—$2.00 to $3.50

The Mystery Man Who Really Mystifies!

"Dining at its best in beautiful surroundings"

b
!

"Leftover Mamas"
CAMDEN

ROCKPORT, MAINE

SMARLINGHUE

CURTAIN 8.00 P M
A TWO HOUR SHOW
Adults 65c — Tax Included — Children 40c

ter Kenneth Lewis. Ann Marriner
Dale Marriner,
Muriel Ratten,
Dorothy Riley. Brace Ripley, Mil
dred Thomas. Muriel Wing.

Calderwood Lane, Beauchamp Point

You are getting old if it takes
you longer to rest than it does to
get tired.

It's sometimes necessary to wire
James Owen Quinn whose death
I occured January 18 at Rockland a congressman for action—but not
was born 64 years ago at Eagle for sound.

The fourth quarterly conference
of the Community Church was held
at the vestry on Jan 16. with Rev.
C. D Wentworth of Augusta, the
District Superintenent presiding
Preceding the business meeting a
brief devotional service was con
ducted by the Pastor. Rev. Roy S
Graffam.
A planning meeting, in prepara
tion for the annual town meeting,
was held at the town hall lastWednesday night, with a goodly
number of town officers and other
interested citizens in attendance
At the last regular meeting of
Victor Grange held on Jan. 17, the
third and fourth degrees were con
ferred upon Mrs. Peter Hill and
Miss Thelma Chaffee, the degree
work being done by Past Master
Raymond Gelo. A program of songs
piano duets, and a leading were
enjoyed during the Lecturer's Hour
The Nickel March prize was won
by Mrs. Harcourt Daniels. Visiting
members were present from North
Haven.
Bodwell and
Sunlight
Granges with a large number of
members of Victor Grange present.
A harvest supper in charge of Mrs.
Eleanor McKenzie and Mrs. Mary
Babcock, was served before the
meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Boogins and
baby of Rockland visited Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Cunnjngham recently.
The P.T.A. met at the schoolhouse
last Friday night, with Captain
Haskell Todd of Belfast as the
speaker on the Red Cross Blood
program. Mr Carter also of Belfast,
and Chairman of the Donor Blood
List, spoke also. Both speakers were
accompanied by their wives. The
recent membership drive was won
by Carol Gelo. Thirty-nine mem
bers were added by the recent
drive. The next meeting will be held
on Feb. 22.
Mrs
Sewall Davis, Jr., and
daughters Deborah and Cynthia all
of Auburn are visiting her mother,
Mrs. Vida Mehuren and her uncles.
Gardner and Drummond Hemenway.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Morse of
Belmont called on their aunt. Mis.
Ada Howard and their cousin Dud
ley Howard. Sunday.
Walker Ames of North Haven and
Almon Ames of North Haven and
Concord, Mass , were recent guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cobb. Last
Friday they all accompanied Rich
ard Merriam to Bangor and Brew
er .where they called on Mrs Maud
Simpson. Rev. Louis S. Staples and
Edward Bunker.
Mr. and Mrs Richard Goebel of
Portsmouth. N. H, spent the week
end at their home here.
The annual semi-public installa
tion of Rosewood Chapter, O.E.S.
will be held on Jan. 25 if weather
and traveling are suitable All Ma
sons and their wives residing in
this vicinity have a special invita
tion to attend.
A girls' basketball team has been
formed in the village schools, with i
these co-captains: Muriel Ratten,
and Charlotte Ryan; these cheer
leaders: Marion Hemenway. Sally
Lewis and Dorothy Riley; and these
members of the team: left forward,
Bertha Cushman; right forward.
Faith Harriman; center forward,
Mildred Thomas: left guard, Ann
Marriner; right guard. Beryla Nisbet; center guard, Ruth Gerrish. A
game is scheduled for Jan. 25 be
tween the girls’ and boys’ teams.
Other games will be arranged for
the near future.
Pupils of the 6th, 7th and 8th
grades maintaining perfect attend
ance
records
throughout
the
months of November and December
were Frederick Cross. Bertha Cush
man, Ruth Gerrish. Warren Heath,
Howard Keene. Lorraine Leadbet-

Tamarack Lodge

Janies Owen Quinn

2 lbs. 35c
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Phone; Camden 2263 ... H. W .Callender, Prop.

starring

Shown at 1.45 • 8.40

SHIRLEY YAMAGUCHI
DON TAYLOR

PLUS

INTRODUCING.. J
The exotic tiar
of the East !
YAMAGUCHI...
in her first 1
American
production I

A UtNHAtO MtOOUCTION
D'rtrifcw'.a by tOlb C*n»wy.Fo«

JOHN WAYNE In

"THE FLYING TIGERS"

Shows at: 2.00-6.25-8.30

Shown at 3.35 - 6.45

STARTS SUNDAY

NOTE: FRI.-SAT. 2 SHOWS DAILY
Matinee 1.30 — Evening One Show 6.45
Last Evening Showing “Iwo Jima” at 8.40

Today—“NATIVE SON” and “THIS IS KOREA”

1

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Ruth Mayhew TeAt

Hill-Lord

Social Matters
Jean, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Russell celebrated her sec
ond birthday with a party Satur
day afternoon given at the home of
her grandmother. Mrs. Raymond
Duff. Masonic street. Jean received
many beautiful gifts. Those invit
ed were Mrs. Donald Morang and
son Terry, Mrs Donald Slocomb
and daughters Barbara and Ruth,
Mrs. Theodore Allard and son
Steven, Mrs. Orville Jameson and
son Steven, Mrs. Lawrence Blood
and daughters Christeen and Car
olyn, Mrs. James Moulaison and
son Raymond, Mrs. Albert Havener
and sons Dwight and Gary, Mrs.
Ervin Wooster and daughter Gail,
Mrs. Richard Sukeforth and son
Jimmie, Mrs. Fred LaCrosse and
son John, Mrs. Charles Duff and
daughters Karen and Betty, Mrs.
Albert Raymond and son Wayne,
Miss Mary A. Brown, Mrs. Annie
Elwell, Mrs Louise Duff, Mr. and
Mrs. Lenroy Russejl, Miss Mary
Wasgatt. Mrs. Raymond Duff, Mr
and Mrs. John Duff and Mrs.
Ralph Clark, Jr.

Lady Knox Chapter, D.AJt. will
meet Feb. 4 at the home of Mrs.
Walter Ladd, Beech street. Robert
L Hybels of the Rockland High
School faculty wil present four
speakers from his Problems of De
mocracy Class, who will discuss
“Our Local Economy.”
Jack Watling of Swans Island is
a patient at Knox Hospital, Mrs
Watling is at the home of her son
Ernest Watling, 74 Pleasant street,
while he is confined to the hospital
O. T. Club met at the home of
Mrs. Arthur Bowley last night with
prizes at canasta going to Mrs.
Dana Whittier and Mrs. Donald
Farrand. The birthday of Mrs
George Hallowell was appropriately
celebrated with gifts and birthday
cake.

Lady Knox Beauty Shop will be
closed Jan. 28 through Jan 31.
10*12

A surprise stork shower was
given for Mrs. John Rainlrette at
the home of Mrs. Seth Knowltort
Mrs Robert Nash of South Thom
aston decorated a beautiful um
brella of yellow and blue crepe
paper and it was the center of at
traction. Many dainty gifts were
received Refreshments included a
cake, sandwiches, brownies, ice
cream, pickles and coffee. The
guests were: Mrs Kenneth Carroll, Mrs. Walter Powell, Mrs.
Charles Philbrook and Mrs. Donald
Clark of Rockland; Mrs. Calvin
Sherman and Mrs Robert Nash.
South Thomaston; Mrs. Arthur
Kinney, and Miss Joyce Barnes,
St. George and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Sutherland of Camden. Those who
sent gifts but were unable to at
tend were: Mrs Elizabeth Davis,
Rockland and Mrs. York of Cam
den; Mrs. Theodore Allard, Port
Clyde: Mrs. Richard Freeman.
Glen Cove; Mrs. Ronald Lufkin.
Rockland and Mrs George Whit
tier, Rockland.

Mr and Mrs. Guy S. Lord of
Howard street, Portland (formerly
of Rockland) announce the mar
riage of their daughter, Ruth J.
Lord, and Byron G. Hill, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence A Hill of
Elm street, South Portland
The ceremony. Tuesday evening,
took place in the People's Metho
dist Church, with Rev Lawrence
Porter as officiating clergyman.
The bride wore a blue street
dress with corsage of sweet peas.
Her only attendant was Miss Ida
Pulnack of Portland, who wore a
red street dress with corsage of
sweet peas and carnations.
Philip McCubrey of South Port
land was best man.
Following a wedding trip to
Orono where they are guests of
his brother and sister-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs Kenneth Hill, the couple
will reside on Elm street, South
Portland.
The bride attended Portland
High School and has been em
ployed locally. Mr. Hill attended
South Portland High School. He
served two years with the US. Air
Force. He is associated in busi
ness with his father.

The Rubinstein Club meets Fri
day night at 8 in the Farnsworth
Shakespeare Society met Monday museum, with Mrs. Helen Lord as
night at the home of Mrs. William program chairman. Members are
Cross, Broad street with 22 mem reminded that this is a guest night.
bers present. Mrs. Fred Farnsworth
was the leader and Act Two of
Harold Niles of South Portland,
'The Merchant of Venice" was read son of Mrs. Rose Niles, State street,
with the following taking part: is a patient at the Mercy Hospital
Mrs. Lyford Ames, Mrs. J. Donald In Portland.
Coughlin, Miss Alice Erskine, Mrs.
Farnsworth, Mrs. Fred Gatcombe,
SOUTH THOMASTON
Mrs I.endon C. Jackson, Jr., Miss
Celebrates Birthday
Ruth Rogers. Miss Mabel Snow,
Joan Monroe, daughter of Mr
Miss Mabel Spring. Miss Kather
Mr and Mrs. Richard Monroe cel
ine Veazie. Mrs. Eric Viik, Mrs.
ebrated her 11th birthday Tuesday
Louis Walker, Mrs. Wesley Wasgatt
afternoon with a party for her
and Mrs. Ralph Wiggin. Several
school friends Joan received manyInteresting sketches of characters
lovely gifts and was assisted In
of the play were read by Mrs.
serving by Helen Colby, Katherine
Ames Other
members present
York and Beile Jackson.
were: Mrs. Christy Adams, Mrs.
Present were: Sally Simmons,
Ivy Brackett, Miss Annie Frost,
Sandra Sleeper, Patty Drinkwater,
Mrs. J. Albert Jameson, Mrs Ed
Eelie Jackson, Alice Simmons, Lin
ward Ladd, Mrs. Harriett Merriam
da Cortrell. Eleanor Batty, Kath
and Mrs Kervn ap Rice. The next
erine York. Kay Burgess,
meeting will be held Feb 4 at the
Irene Sleeper. Eleanor Jackson.
home of Mrs. Rice, Lindsey street
Nilda Simmons, Ellen Grierson, Vi
with Mrs. Katherine Derry as lead
olet Carr, Helen Colby, Katherine
er.
Simmons, Karen Waldron, Eleanor
Wall, Margaret Arey. Malcolm Al
len, Richard Post, Dickie Monroe.
Larry Grierson, Kenneth Elwell,
Franklin York, Richard Young,
Frederick Monroe, Jimmie Batty,
Gilbert Post, Joseph Allen, Charles
Monroe, and Jimmie Sherman.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Sherman,
Jr., and son Jimmie and Joan Mon
roe were in Boston over the week
end recently.

ECIAL
SAL!
OF

The Communists shoot known
politicians—but there it little hope
that the fad will reach the United
States.
Tremendous savings at EndicottJohnson. Many reductions in our
store. Here are a few examples.
Slippers, i Womens and Girls) 98c.
Shoes i Womens and Girls) $1.98
also, many others at $2.98. Nylons
at 50c a pair. See our windows and
Come In our store and look around
to really appreciate the Values we
have. We have never offered better
Values.
11-lt

COVERINGS
AV

WEEK-END

SPECIALS
100's 5 Gr. Aspirin 15c
Pint Rubbing
Alcohol Comp.

19c

1000's i/4 Gr.
Saccharin

59c

Reg. 2.69
Vitarex-Perles
100's Multi-Vitamins

SQ.
YARD

$1.98. or 2 for $3.00

CHOICE OF 5 PATTERNS

CHOICE OF 10 PATTERNS

49c sq. yd.

CHOICE OF 20 PATTERNS

59c sq. yd.

All First Quality, Heavy Weight

Reg. 79c sq. yd.

1.00 Tussy Hand
Lotion
2.50 H. H. Ayer
Hand Cream

50c

$1.25

2.25 Dorothy Gray
Dry Skin Mixture

$1.00

COME IN TODAY
And Take Advantage Of This
EXCEPTIONAL OFFER

2.75 DuBarry Cream
Superbe
$1.75

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Revlon Aquamarine
Lotion and Flower Mist
............. $1.00..................

“Where You Shop with Pleasure and
Buy With Confidence

361 MAIN ST.,

TEL 1520,

ROCKLAND, ME.

6.00 Helena Rubinstein
Hormone Twins $3.50

2.25 Dorothy Gray
Cleansing Cream $1.25
Men

HELD JOINT INSTALLATION

Page Seven'

Caught Big Rat

A Soldier's Letter

Mrs. Lizzie French Presided
Disappointed When Crema Vincent Overlook Writes To
In Absence Of the Presi Pythian Sisters and Knights Of Pythias tion Overtook the Pest
Washington Relatives Ot
dent
Florida Sightseeing
Rockport, January 16.
Have Big Night In Friendship
Here is an item for your black
Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V., met
A letter received last week from
Monoday night for business and to
have books of treasurer and sec
retary audited In the absence of
the pjesident, Mrs. Lizzie French
presided by merit of her seniority,
receiving the honor and praise of
all present.
Mrs Bessie Sullivan opened the
meeting with prayer and Mrs
Evelyn Kwapiszewski led the Flag
Salute.
The death of Past Tent Presi
dent Mrs Irene Winslow, was re
ported and respect shown to her
memory The illness of Mrs. Cath
arine Libby was reported and
wishes for a speedy recovery ex
pressed.
Messages from several absent
members were delivered and a
communication from V.A.US. In
Togus was read, thanking the
Daughters for their box of gifts
and interest in the Veterans at
Christmas time.
Mrs. Priscilla Smith and Mrs
Jennie Pietroski were re-appointed
as members of the Civil War As
sociation, to be elected at the an
nual meeting in February.
In a pleasing manner the Chap
lain and Council Member No. 1
were installed by Mrs. French,
they being Bessie Sullivan and
Mrs Pietroski.
Mrs. Marion Springer and Mrs
Lucy Sawyer will have charge of
the next circle supper on Feb. 4
The musician being absent, no
program was presented but Gen
eral Orders No. 2, were read by the
Secretary.

The Pythian Sister Installation
Officer not installed because of
of Temple No 85, Friendship, was illness, Ava Delano
The flower girls, Sandra Black.
called to order, Friday at 8 p m.
Pamela Brown. Sandra Cook, and
Marlene Delano, supervised by
Carrie MacFarland. presented each
officer and assisting officer with a
cors.ge and a rose During the
tableau, Rev Kathleen Weed and
I Luther Wotton sang, "I Come To
The Garden Alone."
All of the officers wore floorlength gowns of white crepe with
silver accessories. Mrs. Oliver wore
lavender crepe with silver ac
cessories.
Mrs. Bertha Jame
son wore blue with a quilted
satin jacket, ar.3 Mrs Doe wore
lavender silk.
Gifts were presented to Gertrude
Oliver, Bertha Jameson, Annie
Doe. Agnes Winchenpaw, Florence
Burns, Carrie MacFarland, Edna
Packard. Luther Wotton. and the
flower girls.
Gold Past Chief pins were pre
Gertrude Bede Oliver
sented to the Past Chiefs. Beulah
by Carrie MacFarland, who deliv Cook and Josephine Bums. Mrs
Cook also received a gift of money
ered the opening remarks.
Deputy G. C Philip Blake, asThe altar arrangement and flag
sisted by Grand Chancellor Gordon
-alute were conducted by Past Harrington, acting as Grand Mas
Chief Edna Packard. Rev. Kath ter at Arms, and Richard Mc
leen Weed offered the open prayer, Dougall, acting as Grand Prelate,
after which the officers to be In all of Boothbay Harbor, installed
the following Knights:
Outer
stalled marched to their places on
Guard, E A. Burns; Inner Guard,
the floor, with Luther Wotton as Perley Benner; secretary. Howard
pianist.
Beale: financial secretary. ElThe Installing Officer, Gertrude den
Cook;
treasurer, George
Belle Oliver, Past Grand Junior, Cook; Mhster at Arms, Carlton
was assisted by acting Grand Simmons; Prelate, Crosby Prior:
Vice Chancellor, Lew Benner;
Senior Bertha Jameson and acting
Chancellor Commander. Cyrus De
Gr.nd Manager. Annie Doe, in lano; Master of Work. Maurice
UNION
In-tailing the following officers: Chadwick.
Mrs. Florence Calde-wood
Guard, Mabie Beale; Protector pro
The closing prayer was offered
Correspondent
tean Florence Burns; Manager pro- by Rev. Everett E. Pender.
Telephone 10-24
tem, Agnes Winchenpaw, secre
.After the refreshments served by
tary, Adelia Bradford Jameson; Geneva Thompson and Josephine
Word has been received by treasurer. Elva Benner; Junior, Burns and assisted by several other
friends that Mr and Mrs. George Josephine Burns; Senior. Alma sisters, members and guests danced
Cameron have gone
gone to
to Tampa, Bl.ck: Most Excellent Chief. Grace to music furnished by fhe Cushing
Florida to visit with their
Delano; Past Chief, Beulah Cook. orchestra.
L H Oliver
James and family.
Mrs. Virginia, McElwee will open
her home on Thursday, January 24
at 130 p. m. for a dessert card
party to benefit the polio fund.
A business meeting of Vose Li
brary will be held Saturday at 430 Mrs. Helen Marden Of North Haven
p. m.
Delves Back Into the Past
Methodist Church services Sun
day January 27 at usual hour 10.30
a. m. Rev. John Baxter conducting.
Back in “The Good Old Days" Quarry. So this day—when the
A Men's Class held its first meeting
when
automobiles were virtually noon whistle blew—and I lay in
last Sunday immediately following
burning with fever—(my
morning worship. All men inter unknown—and movies were in their ^<‘<1
infancy
—
or
maybe
I
could
begin
Mother
was getting dinner on) I
ested are invited to join this group
even earlier and say when the first UP ant* out of that bed—and down
each Sunday.
movie-show came to Vinalhaven. the sidewalk I flew! Mother heard
An offical board meeting of
(About 1905 or 07.)
the door slam and immediately
Methodist Church is called for
It was held in a large tent-the knew what was “cookin” and she
Jan. 27. Sunday at 8 p. m.
was soon close on my heels. Half
The P. T. Association plans a tent being “pitched" just to the way down the hill she caught up
membership campaign to be con fight of the ' Block" and just across with me—and enveloped me in her
ducted to end of year. An attend from Ihe large building known as big old-fashioned apron. That was
ance contest is to be in line with the ' Net Factory." The picture late in March, and she was pretty
this. A banner will be given to shown was The Burning of Rome" worried about me. naturally Any
room having the most teachers, —and I remember well that the way. I met my beloved Daddy.!
mothers and fathers present at fire scenes were a vivid red.
At that time we lived near the
It was aiou: the most exciting
each meeting. A score of three
"Sands”—around us lived the Col
thing
that
ever
happened
up
to
points for teachers, two for moth
sons’ Gilchrist's William's, Ross's
ers, five for fathers will be taken that time And so it was enjoyed— and Hoyt’s, all neighbors and
and
“
talked
about"
—
is
putting
it
at each meeting. Committee in
friends together.
mildly. The admission charge was
charge are Carl Spear, Mr and
Later we lived across the pond
the exhorbitant sum of five cents
Mrs. Henry Hodgkins, Archie
on the old James Amburst place.
—a whole nickel!
Clark.
That was in deed a beauteous spot.
In the scene during which Rome, wlth the fie]d slopjng dQwn and the
Teachers Met
.......... ......... ................. .................... was destroyed-large pillars were
aU arQUnd
Thpre was a
The Elementary Teachers of the
schools in Union met in Room 8
* the
hUge real flower garden there, with a
clouds of dust, smoke and flames- wWte pickgt fence around R wh]ch
for the purpose of organizing a
and my two brothers and I sat on waj. my Mother-s pride and Jpy Wp
committee to conduct meetings in
the very edges of our folding
regard to the “In-Service Training chairs—with baited breaths—eyes also had one or two nice rowboats
Program on the Language Arts as big as saucers. Cold chills ran in which we could row across to
Curriculum." At this time Roy Bar up and down our spines and along the "Harbor.” A wonderful warm
ker war elected chairman and Max our forearms—for weeks afterward! place in which to swim—and won
ine Heath secretary High School Even now—some 45 years hence— derful for skating in the Winter,
teachers and lay citizen's who may I can recall those fire scenes—the i There was much ice-boating then
be interested and wish to partici- garb the Romans wore, etc., and too Some were real “icy-yachts"
all painted up in bright colors. But
pate are invited to become mem- ;10w (he piano boomed and roared
ours was a homemade affair, and
bers of this committee.
when those huge columns crumbled
undoubtedly, my Father made the
March of Dimes
and fell. Spine tingling—hair rais- “shoes” . for it—as he was a re
Edna McKinley, local chairman ing—marvelous! Quite “out of this markably good blacksmith, and
for the March of Dimes wishes to world!"
could make just about anything
remind the citizens of Union that
\ye were a large family, and al- out a piece of steel. He (“Lowney”
we are in the final week of this im- ways seemed to have been moving Bunker) was always bringing home
portant drive.
from one remote farm to another some article for household use that
It is hoped that the business —which we children thought ’as j he knew Mother needed, and which
men and firms of Union that have perfectly wonderful. When I waspleased her more than „ n had
been approached for donations by about four years old—and a few come from some store
letter, those who have neglected to years prior to the above mentioned
j syjj
and cherish a stove
send then* contributions via March ■ movie episode —we all had old jx>|<pr that he made, and hung on
of Dimes cards and any one omit- fashioned measles. It had been my t the Christmas tree one year. It
ted by error from our mailing list, daily pleasure and joy to run down; must have takCn at least a n’eek
will give the matter their thought the hill to meet my beloved Daddy to wrap it in as many separate
ful consideration during this last —who then worked at the old Sands wrappings (and firmly tied with
week of the campaign.
strings) as it was! For it took me
Tickets are on sale at the bank
some time to get ft, amid the
and Goff’s store for the popular
snickers of the younger children.
PUBLIC CARD PARTY
Finnish-American dance which will
FRIDAY, JAN. 25—7.30 Dad was always “making funny”
be held in the Community Build
for us children. Playing jokes on
ing at Rockland on Friday. Feb. 1, Red Cross Rooms, Main St. everyone, and he was an amazingly
Benefit Red Cross Station Wagon good singer. He knew, and could
at 8 p. m.
sing any and all of the oldtime
Patronize this event for an eve
ning of fine and unusual entertain
ment. The proceeds will benefit the
Knox County Polio Fund.

RECALLING OLDEN TIMES

GAME PARTY
Cards — lc — Each

Prizes Up To $10.00
SATURDAY, JANUARY 26
ODD FELLOWS HALL

cat. about Buddy, my beautiful my grandson. Vincent Overlock,
black shag
When I went out to
in N A T T C in Jacksonville, Fla.
the shed door to shake my dust
gives an account of a trip to Talla
mop. Buddy had a big live rat in
hassee, which he and another
his mouth. The kitchen door was
buddy took Jan. 12-13 and I quote
open so he ran into the kitchen it verbatim:
and dropped Mr Rat. He began
"Well. Dad and Gram, here I
to move slowly around. Buddy cuff
ing him I ran to close the din am, in Hotel Floridan in the City
ing room door so he couldn't get in of Tallahassee. Fla. Left Jackson
there; Buddy would let him run ville at 11 and arrived at 4. Made
then catch hirn. lay down on him very good time as it’s 170 miles
from Jacksonville The fellow we
and hold him in his paws.
came with was also from Jackson
I was so nervous and frightened,
ville navy camp He only charged
that I got the stove poker and
us $2 each, round trip, which was
broom and the rat ran under the
very reasonable As soon as we
couch, a bed couch and I couldn't I
arrived. Don (my buddy from
reach him.
South Dakota), and I got a room
Buddy lost him Mr Rat had at Hotel Floridan for $2.25 each,
gotten under a blanket on top of and by the way, I found out later,
the couch, I pulled that off. "Bud"
we could have stayed at a service
grabbed him, so that the rat didn't
man's hotel for $1 each, where I
have time to fight at me. I had to
shall plan on staying if I come
pull everything off the couch, we
again.
had it nearly around for an hour
This is surely a beautiful city,
before I thought of a board I had.
and
it's a real pleasure not to see
Mr. Rat got in between the sink
and water pipe, I hit him with the dozens of others like myself wan
board Buddy watching me, I got dering around. Being a college
him killed and Buddy went hunt town here are plenty of gooding around. I picked him up by looking girls instead of sailors.
After getting settled we went
the tail and carried him out in the
barn Buddie went and brought out for supper at a place called
him bad? so I had to put him in “Seven Seas Restaurant.” I had
a hot coal fire. Buddy had been Florida broiled lobster, which
watching for hlni several days. doesn't begin to compare with ones
That makes two big old rats that from Maine. After supper we went
I know of, a bat. several mice, and roller skating until 11 o’clock, then
b. ck to hotel and to sleep unti 11.45
eight moles.
I have a beautiful cat Please, Sunday morning Cleaned up and
everybody, be good to your cats back to Seven Seas" for dinner.
and do not shut them out in the I had for my dinner, fried oysters
cold to wander around. I love my and they tasted good . After dinner
cat, he has never been out in the we decided to see the town. The
cold at night, but has a good warm capitol building. State office build
place to sleep, with one who loves ings State University, parks, etc.
him and is lots of company. I Beautiful buildings and grounds.
hope everybody w'ho reads this will After we went sight-seeing, Don
decided he wanted to go to the
be good to their cats.
show, but it was such a nice day
Sincerely.
Florence E. Knight
that I didn't want to waste a day
like it in a stuffy theatre, so we
decided to each go our own way
songs—and sing them good, too.
Some things stay with us for ar.d meet back here at 5. as we
always—and I remember another have to be out of the hotel at that
man who used to sing to his chil-i time
dren, and that was Mr. Bickford, or |
After we parted I walked some
Capt. Bickford He would be rocking more, then took a bus to the out
oae of his beautiful children and skirts of town, where I discovered
singing a lovely song. I used to lis a fruit stand, where I bought three
ten spellbound—for I thought if he dozen jumbo and I mean jumbo)
sang to hs children he must in- tangerines for 50 cents. No, I'm
back at the hotel waiting for Don.
ieed be a wonderful.ma^hke
Father Such are the ideas and We’re leaving at 5.30 for the base as
liberty expires at 11 o'clock. Met
i To be concluded)
a boy in Air Force, stationed in
Georgia, from Pittsburgh. Pa. It's
If you want to know how kids
surprising how many people you
will turn out, observe the time
can meet on the street, espe
when they turn incially other service men who are
Discretion
is something that wandering around like we are with
comes t0 every rrian after he's too nothing much to do except to have
a good time.
oid t0 benefit by it.
I almost forgot to tell yeu—I
__ _______ If you are in the public eye be crossed the “Swanee” river on the
sure you are not a cinder.
way over here I also saw acres
and acres of pine trees being
The keenest
politicians have tapped” for resin.”
their ears to ground now.
Mrs. Clara Overlock.
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YOUR SIZE

HERE?
We Stiil Have the Following Sizes In Our Sale.
Now’s the Time to Save Yourself Some
Money on Good Footwear.
Red Cross Shoes For Women
21
29
62
18

PAIRS
PAIRS
PAIRS
PAIRS

AAA FROM 6 to 9
AA FROM 5i/2 TO 10
B FROM 4 to 8 t/2
C FROM 4 to 8 i/2

NOW
$6.95

Women's Odd Lots and Sizes
80 PAIRS AAA TO C

NOW $2.00
Bostonian Shoes For Men
15 PAIRS C and D WIDTHS

NOW AT COST PRICE
Curtis Shoes For Men
12 PAIRS C, D and E WIDTHS

NOW AT COST PRICE
Mansfield Shoes For Men
20 PAIRS C and D WIDTHS

NOW AT COST PRICE

SOME CHILDREN’S SHOES AND RUBBER
FOOTWEAR—ALL AT COST OR
BELOW COST PRICE.

'uafity, Sfiot Shop
3IO

MAIN ST.--------- ROCKLAND
DONALD J. CHISHOLM, Prop.

By Ralph W Tyler
The Mrs and I have recently re
ceived a fine letter from Mrs A. F
Sleeper of South Thomaston who
with Mr Sleeper is spending the
Winter with son Stanton at North
umberland, N H . which I would
say must be in the shadow of the
White Mountains.
1
Mrs. Sleeper, former
Keag '
schoolmarm and better kr.t
'•Bern" has taught school o er
three generations within the mem
ory of members of my family and
was for some time South Thomas
ton correspondent for this news !
paper
Always a nature lover, Mrs
Sleeper reads this column regu
larly and believes that the first
Buffleheads to spend their Winter's
In Keag river arrived in the Winter
of 1929 during which a single pair
spent most of their time in a small
open spot above the bridge
Youngsters attending Rockland ’
High School from the town spoke
of the handsome little ducks at
some of the classes and Principal
Anna Coughlin became so interest
ed that she phoned the local gro
cery store and instructed them to
flnd out what the birds would eat
and then supply them daily at her
expense.
Now the Keag river is one of the
favorite Winter hangouts for hun
dreds of these little black and white
ducks, who take quite a beating
from hunters during open season.:
but really their forces from among
the outside islands to quite size
able numbers during the Winter
storms.
Further reference to Mrs Sleep
er’s letter regarding the annual
"Big Eat of around 60 years ago, a
famous Keag event for many years,
will be made in a forthcoming col
umn.
Do you ever read that department
•'What Things Cost Today.” in sev
eral of the widely circulated Maine
papers?
It keeps one in touch with rising
price trends of the present day
necessities.
Mr. and Mrs Fred Maxey of
Thomaston sends me a clipping
from the Piscataquis Observer of j

Friday Jan. 4 showing quite the re. e:se. which gives record of a round
trip hunt to the Maine woods from
Boston in the late 1300's at the
cost of around $40 total.
This included railroad fare, board
end a guide for a period of one
week and usually included game also. if one were even just a fair
marksman.
This record from a collection of
old clippings belonging to Mrs
Daniel Malloy of Hallowell, also
quotes the game laws for that per.od as follows:
"Moose, deer and caribou may be
shot from Oct. 1 to Jan 1. The pos: ssion, except alive, of more than
one moose, two caribou and three
deer is prohibited."
Gosh! I imagine as many as a
thousand hunters got, into the
Maine woods to hunt in the run of
a season then.
Things are sure getting "tough”
on some present day hunters com
pared to then too, for a “triggerhappy” hunter in those days could
knock off a man that resembled a
variety of big game, while today
he's got to look like a deer or they
won’t shoot at him.
Austin Sherman puts my Knox
County "big pickerel" item of a re
cent issue at least half a'foot in artears of the length of one he saw
caught at Alford Lake, Hart Brook
Cove, some 30-odd years ago.
This pickerel was exactly three
feet long, in fact there were two of
the same caught in one season
that he knows of.
There is no point in stretching a
pickerel after 32 years, but I wish
Austin had taken his Brownie
along and got a snap shot of that
"old veteran." We saw one in Me
domak river a few years back that
appeared to be a good six inches
across the back.
I am told these old “wise acres"
don't bite too frequently.
* * * •
The thrill of seeing large fish
just out of reach or sometimes
nearly caught, is quite different
from actually having them in your
possession.
A year ago last September I took

my first look at the "Little Eddy”
Just below Ripogenus Dem With
me were Elliot Smith. Winn Bran
non and Carl Griffith all of Rock
land, who had been there before.
As we approached the edge of the
swirling pool Winn assembled his
rod and made ready to cast. About
three feet under water and to the
right was a large submerged log. a
part of the cobbed-up landing
where we stood.
Winn made the first cast and his
streamer arched across the strong
current convincingly and straight
ened into the wash a rods length
from the bank with no action.
Slowly he reeled in the line for an
other cast while we all stood close,
watching.
Scarcely a leader's length from
his rod tip the retrieved streamer
skittered along the surface and a
huge salmon or trout, who looked
four inches between the eyes, made
a savage short strike at it, his ent.re forward end clearing the wa
ter. He came from under the sub
merged log.
It was a clean miss. Winn's knees
sagged, he turned pale and dropped
h’s landing net in six inches of wa
ter, Did you see that?” he gasped.
We all had seen It and had the
same thrill.
Later the fish rose to several
casts and finally Carl hooked lt,
only to have it break the line at the
taper. That was the end of the In
cident.
Very likely that large fish is still
going strong in the upper Penob
scot River but he has probably
moved from Ripogenus, for where
he was seen is now about the busi
est place in the area, being the cen
ter of the new Great Northern Hy
dro-Electric power development at
the outlet of Chesuncook Lake.
•• • •
Are you troubled with rats in
your home?
It appears from an article on
these pests in an old Country Gen
tleman that there are two species
that infest American homes, name
ly Rattus Norvegicus, a burrowing
rat which is very rumble and be
comes an attacker of man when
hard pressed, and Rattus Rattus,
which from the latin would seem to
indicate “just plain rat” either way
you look at it, is a climbing rat who
can scale a brick wall, shinny up an
electric cable or climb a tree sim
ilar to a squirrel
The burrowing rat likes fish and
meat, while the climbing rat pre
fers fruit and vegetables. Both will
eat grain.
Perhaps your cellarway shelves
will indicate which specie you are
hosting this Winter.
Like all animals the writer of the
article, .Alfred H. Sinks points out,
certain old and experienced rats
are almost impossible to extermin
ate and under ideal conditions for
methods of poisoning or trapping
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Offers Five Tips

Maine State Day

Mr. and Mrs. Hadley Miller of
called on his parents^
Just See What’s Going To Col. McCabe Tells Motorists Waldoboro
Mr. and Mrs. Bedfield Miller Sun
How They Can Stay
day.
Mrs. Copping Asks Some Questions— Happen At Braves Field
June 22
Alive
Miss Guynne Williams has gone
to New York where she has em
Residents Of a Certain Street
Gov. Frederick G. Payne and
It's Winter in Maine . . . cold,
ployment.
Louis R. Perini. Boston Braves : snowy, tricky Winter. Don't fool
Mr. and Mrs .Lloyd Rusgrove and
president, have announced plans ’ yourself. You're really in danger family of Jefferson were Sunday
Editor of The Black Cat:—
for a State of Maine Day to be when you drive. Slippery roads and guests of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Car
Your Christmas card questions
"Lubbers' Line"
held at Braves Field in Boston. reduced visibility skyrocket traffic ter
and answers were so very interest
Sunday. June 22. It will be held J dangers. What can you do to stay ' Mr and Mrs Charles Bumner
ing, maybe some of these would be
Boston and
Bangor steamers Wartime Newspaper Pub in conjunction with a doubleheader, alive? Col Francis J. McCabe, Williams have gone to Florida
where they will spend several
Braves will play with the St.
once made landings between three
lished In South Carolina the
Louis Cardinals that day. Governor : Chief, Maine State Police, empha weeks, with her daughter. Mrs. Carl
ports,
By a Rockland Boy
sizes these Winter safety tips:
Payne said.
Simmons, Sr., at Friendship Har
Margaret Riley came over from
I
1. Drive at skid-proof speed. If ' bor.
"Through
the
kindness
of
the
1
Ireland, forked with others to P O. 4034 use Columbia, S. C. *
Jan. 19, 1952 Braves' organization we will have 1 your car skids when you apply the ' John Winchenpaw who has been
build her house on the Point: even
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
— j an unequalled opportunity on the brakes, you're driving too fast. ill with pneumonia has resumed his
tended the masons, and sent back
appointed day to promote Maine Practice pumping your brakes to work at Boothbay Harbor.
money she earned to her husband.
I am enclosing one of my works
industry,
sea-shore slow down safely. Don't jam on the
Russell Carter has employment
Tom, to come over from Ireland of art (?) which is this months’ agriculture,
brakes This will lock the wheels at the Cement Plant in Thomas
fisheries,
and
outdoor
recreational
and went to Bangor to meet the
NROTC newspaper, "The Lubbers’ opportunities not only to baseball and throw your car into a dan- , ton.
boat on his arrival there. Looking
Line." Usually it is larger than this fans but also to the millions who gerous skid.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carter, Mrs.
for him a friend asked “Is that
will listen to or view the game by
2. Uie Chains. Chains reduce; Jane Carter Murphy and Miss Rosa
Tom that tall, handsome, fine one, but with final semester exams
means of . radio or television," the braking distance on ice and snow | Carter were in Rockland Saturday.
looking man right over there?" And coming up next week, we had to cut
chief executive said.
as much as 50%. That extra saving ! Those who attended the concert
it
short.
I
should
say
“
I
’
’
instead
of
said Mrs -------- "I looked and
The huge concourse at Braves can save your life.
Sunday in Belfast from here were
it was Tom, and I went down "we" because I have a very incom
Field will be turned over to Maine 3. Have an efficient defroster. { Phyllis McFarland and Mrs. Carrie
in a little heap right there on the petent and independable staff, I'm
ashamed to say, and it usually ends for the entire week for the display Reduced visibility is a major cause . McFarland.
wharf."
of industrial and food products of Winter accidents, and a frosted
I've heard my mother tell It, and up with my doing the whole thing. produced in the State and for
windshield causes reduced visibility. 1
This
month
’
s
paper
was
done
en

other stpries about Mrs. Riley, who
CUSHING
exhibits featuring tourist infor 4. Make certain that headlights j
was a rare, outstanding character tirely by the “one man staff.” mation Booths will be constructed
Immediately after the service at
are
in
perfect
working
order.
Longj
with a rich brogue and super ac namely me.
the Broad Cove Church Sunday af
I was very surprised when I at the expense of the Braves’ er hours of darkness means more 1
tivity. She wan grandmother to
ternoon Jan 27 there will be a
management
and
will
be
given
work
for
your
lights.
Check
your
.
found a note on my car from Bob
Lotte and Georgie McLaughlin.
fent-free to all Maine interests lights and battery. You must be meeting to consider the acceptance
by
Gamble.
He's
a
Rockland
boy,
1. Quality Hill.
of a gift to the church. All who
as you probably know, and I went that wish to use them, it was said. able to see danger to avoid it.
2. Palmer's Hill.
are interested in the church are
The
event
will
be
broadcast
not
5.
Keep
windshield
wipers
in
!
to school with him at Rockland
3. Devil's Half-acre.
welcome.
High. He and his wife are living only coast-to-coast but to all the perfect condition. Make certain
4. Eel pot.
will that your wiper blades sweep the
here in Columbia now and he has armed services. Television
Keep your fears to yourself—
5. Atlantic Wharf.
bring it to several million viewers, windshield clear. Don't take chan
a very good job. He’s a "daddy"
share
your courage with others.
6. Commercial Wharf.
ces with a wiper that does a poor
now, as of a few weeks ago; a little it was said.
7. Crockett’s Point.
Pregame and between game Job.
girl. It really seemed good to see
8. The Point.
activities featuring Maine are being
"Remember,” Col. McCabe added,
someone from home.
9. Pelt Hill. Southwest corner
arranged. Gov. Payne stated.
"It Isn't enough to have good
David E. Ulmer j
Pleasant and Broadway where City
Working with the Governor on intentions. Don't delay any longer.
Midshipman USNROTC
fireworks were set off some 80 or
arrangements for the event are the Take steps now to follow these
P S. If you are wondering about
more years ago. Why so called?
Maine Development Commission tips.”
the letterhead on the stationery,
10. What house stood where
and the Maine Publicity Bureau.
I'm an announcer at WUSC I do
Court House is now located?
Wesley Society last Thursday with
mostly disc-jockey work, but once
Narcing backache, lust of pep and energy,
11. Who occupied the unpainted
16 present. The next meeting will headaches and dizziness may be due to alowWEST WALDOBORO
in awhile I do a news broadcast. It
down of kidney function. Doctors aay good
building southwest corner Lime
Mrs. Dewey
Winchenbach is be held with Mrs. Catherine ’.Valtz, kidney function is very important to good
really is a lot of fun and very good
health. When some everyday condition,such
rock and Union. Cobbler upstairs,
spending several days this week Jan. 31.
experience—D.E.U.
ns stress and strain, causea thia important
carpenter first floor?
function to slow down, many folks suiter nag
("Lubber’s Line” is a four-page with her daughter and son-in-law Mrs. Dora Both was in Portland ging backache—feel miserable. Minor blad
12. What Gardener had house on
Mr.
and
Mrs
Sherman
Smith
in
Monday.
der irritations due to cold or wrong diet may
publication teaming with matters
getting up nights or f resiuent passages.
Limerock before Claremont was
Mrs. Ralph Stevens is seriously cause
of sailor interest A clever “Stop Waterville.
Don't neglect your kidneys if these condi
cut through, near corner where the
tions bother you. Try Dunn’s Pills—a mild
Byron
Nash
of
Friendship
visit

111
at
the
Ooodwin
Nursing
Home.
Thief” sketch by Editor Ulmer ap
diuretic. Used successfully by millions for
William Hyde home was built later?
ed his brother Aaron Nash one day Dewey Winchenbach is biulding over 60 years. It's amazing how many times
pears on the last page —Ed.1
Doan's give hrppy relief from these discom
Some 80 years ago or so all these
a 28 foot boat for Elkins Wether- forts^-help
recently.
the 16 miles of kidney tubes and Al
young people lived on what street? Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette | Mrs. Luella Cobb entertained the ill of Philadelphia and Waldoboro.
ters flush out waste. Get Doan’s Pills today!
Nearly at its foot Mary, Dorothy
and Will Brickley; on up the street.
1. Fred Estes.
2. Mary and Charlie Case.
3. "Babe" and Pan Cummings.
4. Carrie. Georgie, Evelyn and
Winnie Brainard.
5. Ed and Margie Ingraham.
6. Liz and Will Thomas
7. Addie. Tootie, Jen, Grace and
Frank Andrews.
8. Avis and Edith Hemenway.
9 Anne and Frank Packard.
10. Llewellyn Wood, Mary, Ella,
"Side" and Harlow Wood.
11. Walter and Kaler Mayo.
12. Maud Evans.
13. Allie Wight.
14. Frank Wilson.
15. Kit and Jen Griffway.
18. Nell, Lois, Will and Leon
Jones.
17. Alvah and Jennie Blacking
ton.
18. ----------------------?
19 Walter and "Pet" Wentworth.
20 Alice Hathom.
21. Charles and "Flo” Kalloch,
then Liz, Frank and Grace Singhl,
Sue and Bess Ludwig and brothers;
Ed Gould.
22. Johnny Coakley and sisters.
23 Marne, Bert and Leon John
son.
24 Cora Farrow.
25. Lizzie,
Eugene and Ella
Palmer.
26 Angie and Caleb Moffitt.
27 Ida and John Otis.
.■ffcoov, Oldemabile Ninaty-Eight S-Door Sedan Bdow, Oldtmobilo Super "SB" 4-Door Sedan. *Hydra-Mnlic Super Driaa
28. Callie Crockett’s.
and GM Hydraulic Steering optional at extra Cott. Equipment, accerioriet and trim tubjact lo change icithoul notica.
Rear of No. 5, Ralph and Vidle
Dolham, the latter burned to death
in a brush fire, rear of A. J. Shaw
house, High street.
Lilian S. Copping

Housework
Easy Without
Nagging Backache

the best that experts can hope for
ls 95"; kills.
In the trapping of weasels, which
by the way are known deadly ene
mies to rats. I have encountered
the house rat in the most unexpect
ed places.
Sometimes deep in the woods or
along open water courses, in aban
doned granite quarries and sione
piles and under stacked hay far,
from any farm buildings.
Mr. Sink's interesting article es
timates that rats annually destroy.
or eat as much food as can be pro-.
duoed by 265,000 average farms.
j
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SINGER SEWING

MACHINE CO.
Wishes to announce that a

Representative

NEW HYDRA-MATIC SUPER DRIVE”!

NEWGMHYDRAULIC STEERING’! NEW OLDSMOIILE'S “ROCKET" I

will be in Rockland and coastal

Now Hydra-Matic Drive adds a
new range—"Super” Range for
super performance—thrilling new
action in any driving situation!

This newest development in
power-assisted steering
takes out the effort, leaves
in the "feel” of the wheel!

bonded

Singer

area every Tuesday and Thurs-

day for Servicing, Repairing and
Sales of new Singer Sewing
Machines and Vacuum Cleaners.

!

1952

OLDSMOIILIS

NOW

ON

With 25 more horsepower—
new Quadri - Jet Carburetor
—new high-lift valves—now
more thrilling than ever!

DISPLAY AY

Meet the most powerful "Rocket” Engine Oldsmobiles eeer hstiU
At top, the all-new Ninety-Eight—a triumph of fine-cat
design—a Classic! Below, the sensational new action-star
—Oldamobile’s Super "88” for 1952! Both bring you the
160 horsepower "Rocket”! Both feature Oldamobile’s new
Hydra-Matic Super Drive* with its thrilling new Super Range
for spectacular action! Both offer new GM Hydraulic Steer
ing*—and an even smoother "Rocket Ride”! And, in this
magnificent new Ninety-Eight, Oldsmobile achieves ■ new
high in fine-car design. A sweeping new "long look” outside!
New "Custom-Lounge" interiors—the finest you’ve evsr
seen! These brilliant new "Rocket” Oldsmobilet fix’ 1952
are now on special display in our showroom! See them today!
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Write or Phone
GEORGE POMERLEAU, Mgr.

or THOMAS HAYES

FIREPROOF GARAGE COMPANY, WINTER STREET

258 WATER STREET
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